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* 3

i

MR. EISDORFER: Let me note for the

record that Mr. Bisgaier, who has been appearing

tfor plaintiffs in this matter in these

"depositions of Miss Brooks ,is down with the

flu today, and I am appearing on somewhat

short notice on his behalf.

Let me further note that, at various

times, counsel for defendants have represented,

in addition to Mr. Vecchio, there will be

only three other attorneys planning

Miss Brooks, and we are planning her •§

• iL

on that basis at the present time. ; r- ' ̂- ,.\

MR. VECCHIO: In answer to that,"the " '** ;J

only thing that I can say is that I have

been advised by one of the other attorneys

that there was an estimate that there would be

three or so attorneys. I'm not attempting to

fence with counsel, but I don't know what the

intentions of the other attorneys are who

:̂ |i represent the various municipalities, and I'm

rvt not at liberty to speak for them on the
record.

Off the record.

(There is a short discussion of the

record.)
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M A R Y E.' B R O O K S , f i r s t be ing duly sworn,

testified as follows:

FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. VECCHIO:

?*jj:-* § Miss Brooks, in the DCA Report, I

believe, and correct me if I'm wrong, that the

criteria used by the DCA in order to develop a

housing allocation were vacant developable!. Land,

employment growth, municipal fiscal capability and

personal income. Is that generally correct?

A Yes.

Q All right. Now, did you go overi.jtltese

items previously with other counsel that d^|osed. you?

jt\ x e s . ~ £.%..'

Q Okay. I'll try to make it short.

In just short terms, could you indicate t

me what municipal fiscal capability means? I don't

understand that.

A It's defined fairly well in the New Jersey

D C A Report. It refers, basically, to non-residentia

• -y^tirales,

'k *:3$| Q Okay-
p? • • the growth of those ratables within a

particular period of time.

(Mr. Pantel enters the room.)

Q Okay. And the employment growth would
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Brooks - cross 5

just be the degree to which employment grew within a

municipality, is that generally so, or is proposed

to firow?

W A * ^ fNo, it is the actual growth in employment

within a period of time, as covered by the Unemploy-

ment Compensation Law.

Q Okay. And personal income, would that

be on a family basis, or would that be on a per

capita basis, or how is it

A New Jersey DCA refers to it as household . _a • ;i

income. +#?.% ••• v;

Q Household. I. • V*

And vacant developal land, just "can *.#*-'-"•*

general basis, that's land that has slopes of less

than 12% and excludes wetland, qualified farmland

and public lands, generally?

A That's correct, and wetlands.

Q All right. Now, divorced from what the

DCA did, is it your opinion that those four factors

best factors for the development of a

allocation plan?

A " You might note that, in the very first

report I submitted under this case, there is a rather

lengthy description of the development of housing

allocation plans. And in that report, I outlined
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Brooks - cross 6

the general criteria for the development of—for the

selection of criteria for an allocation method,

; " " '**/;':-Q Okay.

- l\iiic;*t% and indicate that those criteria generally

refer to the suitability of an area for additional

housing, the need that exists for housing for lower

income people and some kind of distributive objective.

As I recall, those are the three that are mentioned

in my own report.

Q But

A Those criteria—there are several criteria: tha¥!

could indicate those three factors or try te^tPi&e',

a balance among those three factors. The fQI#F' tŴ fe" at*e

selected by New Jersey DCA are very common ones in

housing allocation plans.

Q See, my question to you is: If you were

doing a housing allocation plan, you would, in your

professional capacity, I assume, decide on certain

criteria to use, which you would think would be the

Criteria. Is that not so?

»W *f?That! s correct.

#>'•-. '.,Wt i «j» Q Now, what I'm asking you is: With

reference to Region 11 and the defendant municipalities,

would you have used the identical criteria as

used by the DCA, or would you have, instead, used
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Brooks - cross 7

other criteria, or, alternatively, did you not

investigate that, or just pick up what the DCA did?

A '••' I didn1 t quite finish my answer. There are,

ition to what I just indicated, some other

criteria that literally dictate what criteria is

available for the housing allocation. Forinstance,

one would be the availaibility of data. There's not

much point in coming up with the ideal criterion

if you have no data to represent that criterion.

In addition, to that, there are some criteria used

in various housing allocation plans that a]̂ ;|S&t -,•

appropriate to the other regions because

characteristics are not important

in that region. So those kinds of factors also

influence the selection of criteria. I evaluated

these four in, I believe, the second report that I

submitted and indicated where I thought there were

weaknesses in the four criteria. But I do believe th^y

are acceptable ones for the New Jersey DCA, and

'J$&'''*> -^•I^Hft110*' a t "^is point, know of additional criteria

I would employ.

Q All right. Now, in certain instances,

you did not agree with some of the items in the

DCA Report, right?

A That's correct.
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Q Now, I believe that we discussed pre-

viously or inferentially vacant developal land.

it?-.your opinion, the planner, that if a municipalit|y

ally developed, and assume further that the

municipality is developed with 90% of light industrial

ratables and 10% is developed for single family

dwelling houses, that such a municipality being totality

developed has no obligations to provide a fair share

of low and moderate or least cost housing? I'm

asking for your opinion, not that of the DCA or any

judicial decisions of the State of New Jers&yv

A Housing allocation plans generally tsttftfe

very particular question differently. A lot'£&#*

let me say several housing allocation plans deal

only with new construction and, therefore, will make

an exclusion for those jurisdictions that are developed

and this is basically the philosophy the New Jersey

DCA followed. My feeling, as a planner, is that

developed jurisdictions do have a responsibility to

B housing for lower income persons. It is

le that those jurisdictions that are developed

live already done so and, therefore, may be relieved

of some immediate obligation. There are ways in

which existing housing stock can be used for making

units available to lower income households. And where
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Brooks - cross

that possibility exists, I think it is reasonable to

-assume that those jurisdictions can take on that

y
responsibility.

Okay. Now, in the event that your opinion

in this regard could be sustained with reference to

developed communities, would, then, the amount of

housing required to be provided by developing

communities for low and moderate or least cost

housing be less?

A It could be less. The likelihood of ±tk

very much less does not seem great to me.

Q Did you make any study in that 3

A No, I did not.

Q for example, in Region 11 or in Morris

County, as to what communities are, in fact, fully

developed?

A No.

Q Okay. Could you please go to Page 35 of

your April, 19 79 report? That's the

A~\^.X§jThere are two of them.

;••"" v-Q The longer report of the two.

MR. VECCHIO: Off the record for a

second.

(There is a short discussion off the

record.)



A Can you give me a page number?

Q Yes, Page 35.

, ri, .„ ^ Now, in the first column, denominated

change in covered jobs, you indicated that there were
4

_ *% 'an "additional 878 jobs in Roxbury Township between

, 1972 and 1977. Is that correct?o

A Yes.

o Q What is the average number of workers
o

in a residential unit? You indicated that a

residential unit has approximately 2.8 3 persons per

unit. How many workers are there in a
11

A I don't know.

Q So that you have no estimate whatsoever
14

as to the average number of workers in a residential
15

unit?
16

A No.
17

Q It can't be over 2.83, can it?
18

I would be surprised if it were.
19

-_....« .. - So it' s somewhat less than 2.83, right?

pr Q But you don't know how much less?
22

A No.
23

Q Okay. Now, in Roxbury, we had residential
24

permits issued of 1,064, is that correct, between
25
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1970 and 1977?

Yes.

A

Q That is approximately 176 more units

jobs, i s n ' t i t?

Yes.

Q So that, if you carried it over to your

third column on Page 35, which is indicated as

number of jobs in excess of housing, then Roxbury

Township's figure would be a minus 17 6, would it

not?

A I didn't think it was appropriate to fpfc'•''?\

minus numbers in that column. -ife\ ' *̂**Ji">

Q I understand that y o u probably aidnl&>./g

But could you have put another column in there

indicating number of houses in excess of jobs,

and then that would have indicated that Roxbury

Township, over that period of time, had 176 excess

homes? Is that correct?

A As I indicated, I don't think that's an

rlate comparison

Q Why not?

A T h e —

Q It's a very poor question to ask an

expert, why, but I would like to know.

A In my opinion, what is interesting in this
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table is those jurisdictions that are encouraging or

subject to an increase in employment opportunities

and have not matched that kind of development pattern

with, an increase in residential units.

Q All right.

A It is not, in my opinion, true, that those

figures match one another. There are indeed the

possibility of, let's say, lower income persons wanting

to live in a jurisdiction that may not work in that

jurisdiction. So the notion of excess units doest not

seen appropriate to me

i«- '-''-.---
Q Would you or could you conclude* Tha-tri-"̂  '»,,

between 1972 and 1977, Roxbury Township was ^.ho&sang

donor in Morris County as compared to all of the

other defendant communities?

A I would not reach that conclusion, no.

Q And can you tell me why you wouldn't

reach that conclusion when the number of jobs was

an increase of 87 8 and residential permits issued

1,000?

Exit's very much for just the reason that I
! # •

indicated. There are, in my opinion, reasons other

than or in addition to the existence of available

21

22

23

2 4 employment, that cause a need for residential units.

25 Q There was a decrease in the number of
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covered jobs in Dover by 1,3 25 and in Hanover by

1^328, Is that correct?

A Yes.
r

VfV" 'Q Again, dealing with Page 35, did you make

any determination as to where those particular

individuals resided prior to the decrease in covered

jobs?

A No, I did not.

Q In other words, is what you are telling

me, then, that the change in covered jobs really--. - ..*

doesnft relate to residential permits issue^Seither

way; in other words, to make a determinatio-^tfi&t a

particular municipality is a housing donor <&-,' if

will, for lack of a better term on my part, a job

donor?

A No, thatTs not what I said. I said the existence

of or the increase in employment opportunities was,

in my opinion, a factor to consider in evaluating

the availaibility of residential units in a juris-

And by the same token, you are also saying;

that the increase in building residential permits

issued does not lead you to the conclusion that a

municipality is providing housing of whatever type

you provide for jobs that exist in the area. Is 1hat
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correct?

A- That's correct.

f Q Okay. Now, Roxbury Township had an

increase of 87 8 covered jobs, between 197 2 and 1977,

out of a total increase for the County of 26,372.

Is that correct?

A Yes.

Q That would be an increase of—dividing

878 by 26,372, would give you .0332928, I believe?

A That seems approximate.

Q Okay. And as far as housing is concerned,-

A Excuse me just a second. j*-̂  • -/

Q Sure. ' '" ? : ' '

A I don't know what you mean by "increase."

I assume you mean that the 878 is .03 plus

percent of the twenty-six plus thousand.

Q And by the same token,as far as Roxbury

Township is concerned, 1,064 residential permits

were issued out of a total of 18,616 permits. Is that

Q And if we do the division on that, we

come up with a figure of five plus percent, almost

six percent of the housing. Is that correct?

A That seems close.
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Q And the County average, as between

residential permits and change in covered jobs, you

£.get that by dividing 18,616 by 26,372. Is

A Could you repeat that?

Q I'll try. The County average

A Yes. I'm sorry. I missed the first part of your

sentence.

Q Okay. You would get that by dividing

18,626 by 26,372, right? ^ : . ,

A Okay.

Q And that would give you

70%? • " -.'*•'«• -:

A Okay.

Q Then, if you take Roxbury, you would get,

comparitively, a figure, in Roxbury, by dividing

1,064 by 878, right?

A Okay.

Q And that would give you approximately

and twenty-one percent plus. Is that

Okay.

Q And from that, you would draw no con-

clusions as to whether Roxbury Township was a housing

donor to the region and the defendant municipalities?
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Brooks - cross 16

A No, I would not.

Q Okay. Although Roxbury Township provided

some .tf-0% more housing than the County did on an

average. Is that correct?

MR. EISDORFER: I'm not sure what the

question is asking, the accuracy of your figure

or the accuracy of your conclusion.

MR. VECCHIO: Do you want to read the

question back?

(The following was read by the reporter:^ :

"QUESTION: Okay. Although Roxfc|f|y" '";.

Township provided some 40% more/j|ausiftg

the County did on an average. Is thai?"*' "*'

correct?")

A According to your figures.

Q Okay. Well, in the prior answers, didn't

we come up with a figure of 70% plus, and then, for

Roxbury, a figure of 120%?

A I understand your figures. I don't agree with

.^her'conclusion. I stick with my statement.

; , juj' Q Okay. In other words, the math you

"didn't check at all?

A Yes.

MR. VECCHIO: Off the record.

(There is a short discussion off the

n
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Brooks - cross IV

record.)

Q. Now, dealing with Page 38, again, of your

Report, for Roxbury Township, you indicate,

£.Si»B first column,--do you have it?

A Uh-huh.

Q a 1970 median housing value of

19,900 to 28,900. And then, in the second column,

you have average residential sales price for 1977-

'78. Is that right?

A Yes.

Q Okay. Now, d i d you make a detersa i r ia t id t f i ^

a s t o what t h e m e d i a n h o u s i n g v a l u e was foigT 1$!F#-
%4.:

A No, I did not. "'

Q Could you describe briefly what the

difference is between a median and an average?

A Median is the midpoint, whereby 50% of the

items fall above and below, and average is the

arithmetic equal value if all of the items are

^treated equally, thereby adding them and summing

number of items that you have.

Conversely, did you determine what the

average residential sales price was for 1970?

A I did not.

Q What conclusion do you draw from this

chart as to Roxbury, then? You have a median
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housing value, in 1970, of 19,900 to 28,900, and you

have an average residential sales price of 5 3,900.

conclusion do you draw from that?

£*•>.•?'.•. A'*'-;:̂" It's fairly clear in the text. I basically draw

no conclusion, other than tie fact that the price of

housing is increasing. I indicate, in the text, the

median and average are not comparable figures, and

for a variety of reasons, the two were not made com-

parable.

Q But is this chart supposed to

the fact that the values of homes in

have increased dramatically?

A Yes.

Q But we can't tell, through an examination

of these figures, how much?

A Not precisely.

Q Because there could be substantial

differences between what is an average and what is a

median. Is that right?

could be differences. There would be

•"-V.,:

nces.

Page 53.

We covered part of this before. These

are the elusive 91 units in Roxbury. I don't remember

whether I asked you where you got the 91 figure
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under the first column on Page 53 of the April, '79

report.

'A --***"From the Census.
'*€-;: ' ' >

"..''. ' Q And that was a 1970 Census, right?

A That!s correct.

Q Do you know whether any structures, in

Roxbury Township, since the 1970 Census, were either

built or converted to residential units, with three

or more units in them?

A As this chart indicates, I surveyed the
• - $" •

* :~i • . - '

building permit data for the period 1970 to^.^;, _V;' ",
_' - r * • *

and that information indicated there were nq% .©"fcructur̂ s
- & - • : : -•

with three or more units. >.,

Q How did you survey the building permit

data?

A The

Q I mean, what did you look at? Did you go

up to the Town and look at something or

A The Department of Labor and Industry issues

and annual summaries of the building

&^'^2fe^PBft residential building permit data.

Q Do you agree with the development limit

concept of four units per acre, as espoused by the

DCA, in developing the housing allocation plan?

A I indicated, in the--I believe itTs the April
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Brooks - cross 20

report, and I'm not sure which report it is, in

evaluating the New Jersey DCA Plan, that, while I

retailed that development limit, I did think it had

weaknesses.

Q On the high side or the low side?

A Neither, actually. The fact that it was a

standard figure and not really indicative of the

changes in--or differences in residential density that

may occur within the County.

Q I'm sorry. I don't understand that.

A I'm not sure it's a complete sentence.. . • •:

MR. VECCHIO: Would you read bacgpfc&e :/ :

naswer, please? ^ '$$$£./ ,:

The following was read by the reporter:

"ANSWER: Neither, actually. The fact thai

it was a standard figure and not really

indicative of the changes in—or

differences in residential density that

may occur within the County.")

T^^>' Q '̂e"t m e as^ y° u ^i-s question: Do you all

od$£''̂ &e communities that are not parties to this

litigation in Morris County have a density of four

units per acre? Do you know?

A I don't know.

Q On Page 2 of the April report again, this
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is the short report of April, I may have the wrong

date, you disagreed with the income limits as

•established by the DCA. Is that correct?

A-/ .-That's correct.

Q And you increased those income limits

to some $13,000. Is that correct? Was that the

figure you used?

A I'm not sure what you mean "increase". It's

actually on Page M- of the report. In my adjustment

to the New Jersey DCA Housing Allocation Report, I

made no adjustment in the income. In this rep&rt of

April, I indicated an approximate effect on^lie^ .; .

allocation by adjusting for what I believe £#.?&,-more

appropriate income number.

Q And that income limit was $13,0 89, that

you suggest?

A I suggested two. The income limit for the

Section 8. Housing Assistance Program as a limit,

and that, in my opinion, it was conceivable that the

popula"tion might be an appropriate

, and that limit to be the $13,089 that you

'• referred to.

Q But you didn't base any of your compu-

tations on the $13,089 limit, or did you?

A No, I did not. I did show it in an appendix to
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this report, what the approximate amount of that

adjustment would be. But I did not make that adjust-

ment' in coming up with my allocation figures.

;L: j4 .'§ That played no part in coming up with the

allocation of 4,22 5 for Roxbury?

A It did not.

Q Did you go over the questions with

Mr. Sirota on what a qualified farm is and how that

was determined?

A Not that I reca l l .
lih

Q How did the DCA, then, make a dete^miii^tl

as to what qualified farmland was, and what^|nib!,ic

lands were?

A I don't recall.

Q If I may, it is probable that they did so

through the tax records, in determining whether, in

fact, certain properties had farmland assessments?

A I really don't remember.

Q Do you know how the DCA made any

as to the amount of public lands?

immwT*don<t reca11 that> either"
Q Did you make any determination as to the

amount of qualified farmland in Roxbury Township or

the amount of public lands, or did you, alternatively,

accept the figures in the DCA Report?
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1 A I accepted the figures in the DCA Report.

2 Q You didn't check them?

3 '-•,- w#\*- ' : I did not.

Q Have you subsequently checked them?

5 A I did not.

6 Q So that there could be a comparison as

7 to what there was then and what there is now in

8 Roxbury Township?

9 A No.

10 Q In the event that more land has t>e«n

acquired in Roxbury Township by the State a;

12 Jersey, would that alter your allocation?

13 A It would alter that criteria used by Hfê

14 DCA in its Allocation Plan, yes.

15 Q The simple question is: If additional

lands were acquired by the State of New Jersey,

17 would your allocation to Roxbury Township be less

18 than »+,2 25?

19 A I would assume s o .

20 '3jg£";fr'*r ?v-i5j?J'j£, Q If y°u have a density of four units per

21 L ';'S3T**i:*''*/-* <*f̂ i?̂ »*- ctppi/uxAiua Ltsxy how many p e o p l e would t h a t be on

2 2 " ' "an acre?

23 A We can multiply that times the average household

Q 2.8 3 times four would be 11.32, if my math

25 is right.
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A Okay.

Q Now, did you, in considering 11.83 person

per acre, consider the availability of public

sewerage systems,or is that not within your area of

expertise?

A I did not consider that.

Q Would that, generally, be a consideration

that a municipality should pay some heed to, in

your opinion, as a planner?

A For what purpose?

Q In order to determine the numbed cf>. •

units that could be located on any

parcel of land.

A In my opinion,, as a planner, that is a consider

ation, location of units, and it is not a consider-

ation in the determination of an allocation.

Q So that the amount of the allocation—

I'm sorry, or the determination of the amount of

allocation as to a political subdivision may be

^ QQfts%fcrained by the physical characteristics of the

the infrastructure that exists?

'm sorry. You need to repeat that.

MR. VECCHIO: Would you read the questior

please?

The following was read by the reporter:
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"QUESTION: So that the amount of the

allocation—I'm sorry, or the determinaticjn

'"' *»"•' ̂ of the amount of allocation as to a politi

^ subdivision may be constrained by the

physical characteristics of the land and

the infrastructure that exists?")

MR. EISDORFER: Do you understand the

question?

THE WITNESS: I believe so.

A As we have already discussed, I'm not^ surjejwhat

you mean by physical constraints of the lan0ff: In the-,.

identification of available land, the physical ;-

constraints of land were taken into account.

The second part of your question, I would not

include that factor in the development of an allocation

plan.

Q So, for example, in the event that a

municipality did not have public sewerage and water

;^ms, that would not affect any determination you

reference to an allocation plan over a

period of years?

A I don't believe so.

Q All right. And would that be for the reasqn

that you would anticipate that the particular

political subdivision would, in fact, provide that
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1 infrastructure, over that period of time, to accommoda

2 those units?
*• . J,/-'*:v - "$*&?. J;,

3 •*• "" •-"''.• '^ ;^'-^permanently, yes,

4 * r" *• ^ Q Is that an assumption on your part,

5 or is that based upon any particular study that you

6 did with reference to Roxbury Township and its

7 ability to provide that infrastructure?

8 A It was not based on a study. I don't know that

9 I would call it an assumption, but it is a factor

10 of whatever I think is appropriate. . . r

H Q Are you still attending any scho|f& that

12 deals with your profession as a planner? Sp2^".'

13 A I am not any longer in any course of stm^J'iej^ +1:-.

14 do take and, in fact, am now taking whatever short

25' term courses.

15 Q What is the short term course you are

17> taking now?

lg A It's a course offered by the Cultural Affairs

19 of New York City, and it is a course in self-help
20

^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ f f Q Self"help ho u s i n§ ?

22 'x'" "%"'''-' ":"v' That's correct.

23 Q And that's a new concept to me. What

24 is self-help housing?

2e A It refers, generally, to the availability of

te
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housing due to the tenants and/or owners taking

responsibility for either the management, ownership,

rehabilitation or other items to make that housing

suit-€$&e for occupancy.

Q Does it work?

A Yes.

Q Has it worked anywhere in New Jersey?

A I don't know.

Q Do you know if it's been tried anywhere

in New Jersey? - .,_.

H A No.

12 Q The next question is: Where didt:i.t .-$

13 A It's used extensively in New York City:. •-%•:**•"•%•

14 Q New York City. Could you tell me what

areas of New York?

A Well, I could give you a better answer if I

completed the course. The ones that we discussed

at this point in the course are in Williamsburg, which

is- —

|:"Q Virginia?

^I'm sorry. No, Williamsburg, New York, which

is a' section of Brooklyn. It's largely residential,

industrial, low rise residential developments.

Q Is it your opinion that something like

that would work in New Jersey, also?
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A I do, yes. Yes, it is my opinion.

Q What areas, for example, in New Jersey

• * * - . , '$,.

coUXd something like that work in? In other words,—

^et/TOB phrase it in a different fashion. Would

something like that work in a municipality such as

Roxbury, or donft you know?

A From what I know, it seems that it would work

wherever the municipality is willing for it to work,

and there are indeed individuals that are interested

in trying it. Without the households that are

interested in self-help, it would not occux*#V
/ 4 & * ' >••-•-

%k ' •Q Would the concept of self-help£^<$oes

that encompass Governmental Aid in aiding tjbf *ae

helping?

A At times, that is true. My understanding,

at this point, is a good deal of a labor and sort

of volunteer management responsibilities are under-

taken by the tenants or homeowners. And in at least

a good number of the instances, there are also some

of funding assistance available.

Q Would this be a mode of providing some

needs for, say, low and moderate and least

cost housing?

A I believe it is. That's why I'm taking the

course.

•-¥
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1 Q Would this be applicable to urban

2 >* -~*-i , ;- centers, as well as rural and semi-rural areas?

3 A . I believe so.

4 - - S •• -: ' MR. VECCHIO: Off the record.

5 (There is a short discussion off the

6 record.)

7 Q Page 8 of the 54 page report.

8 On Page 8 of your April report, on the

9 long report, the Morris County change in population

10 between 1960 and 1970 was 46.6%, right? j*k; .'. '•

11 A That's correct.

12 Q Then, if you go to Page 11, bew^eft > g\

13 1970 and 1976, the increase was only 3.1%. **Is that

14 right, for Morris County?

15 A Yes.

16 Q Wouldn't the more recent figures more

17 accurately reflect the potential growth over the

18 next 10 years; say, the 1970-'76, rather than the

19 i •. -_..19:AQ- to 197 0?

--v'i*Jg>'•-,-v;' If m not sure what you mean by reflect potential

21- I ''V^,WQttffc^Cs that what you said?

22 Q Yes, the growth, and what the growth

23 would be -in the County over the next 10 years.

24 A It reflects trends in the past. It is, obviously

25 possible to project those trends and make assumptions
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about them.

30

Q Did you?

A .'""',. No-

(Ms. McDermott enters the room.)

MR. VECCHIO: Off the record.

(There is a short discussion off the

record.)

Q I was looking at Page 47, but I'm going

to ask you a question about something other than

that now.

The other day we discussed briefly .'the ;.,

quintile analysis, right? ""•«•-•

A Yes. " *• -'• *" ';

Q And the impression that you left me with

was that the quintile analysis essentially is un-

related to a housing allocation. Is that correct?

A In this instance, yes.

Q Okay. Could I ask you a real dumb questioiji?

Now, why did you go into the quintile analysis, then?

does it have to the housing allocation

s not related to the housing allocation? I don

understand that.

A The quintile analysis is incorporated in the

report that discusses the demographic characteristics

of Morris County, and I think the quintile analysis i
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a useful way and relatively simple way to illustrate

the comparison among jurisdictions and to a larger

region.

Q To what end if it's not used in the

housing allocation plan? I don't understand that.

A This entire report on the demographics is a

report discussing the various characteristics of

the municipalities

Q All right.

A within Morris County. \ ..

Q All right. Well, for example, and ;

'.V

know where your qu in t i l e analysis i s on ROJQ§UX -̂V?

Township, but what does that quintile anal

Roxbury Township say to me or to you about Roxbury

Township? In other words, what am I supposed to

draw from looking at the quintile analysis of Rox-

bury Township?

A The quintile analysis illustrates the relative,

let's say, wealth of individual municipalities, one tc

, and against a larger region.

••'"'Sr.'"' Q Okay. So it indicates the relative

wealth of, say, Roxbury against the other municipalit

that you done the quintile analysis on. But once I

conclude that there is this relative wealth, what

do I conclude from that as relates to a housing

es
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1 allocation?

2 A As I indicated already, it does not directly

3 . ' fee<l.into the housing allocation plan.

4 «».;,; Q Can you do a housing allocation plan from

5 a quintile analysis as opposed to the other items

6 that are used?

7 A I would guess one could.

8 Q And could it be used in conjunction with

9 the other items?

10 A I don't understand that question. •-*...., \^
• ?"•• ' •- .

• .W.' ->W

11 Q In other words, the DCA used e

12 four criteria that we previously discussed.

y < ' • • • -

13 correct? ^

14 A Yes.

2g Q Okay. Could you use the quintile analysis

16 along with those other criteria?

17 A One could.

Ig Q Then, the next question is: Why should

19 one or should not one use it, in your opinion?

**-*•<"•. ,-*;£-:&; i;f;.s.ml don't think there are shoulds one way or the

One of the four criteria used by New Jersey21 W^W^^-w
" ' t)CA aoes relate to household income, and it would be

2« possible to, I would guess, substitute some form

of a quintile analysis or the results of a quintile

analysis for that data presented by the household
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has Roxbury on it, — q u e s t t ^ W t * t e t

the thing that J- H :^lf^^

: You inc

Now,

included Mount Olive in the
Toim-

^udgaentaX call, r,g

It is, yes-
. EISD0RrER: The question

f o r
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speculation and you got it.

MR. VECCHIO: Off the record.

(There is a short discussion off the

record.)

Q Now, again, in the April report, the long

report, on Page 16, you have a listing there of the

wealthiest municipalities in Morris County by quintil^s

in 1970. Is that right?

A Yes.

*' . #.-
Q Roxbury Township is not even on the

list, is it? •••$*••}. •• -*

A No. y£v*--

Q Do you know where Roxbury TownsiH"

as far as wealth in the County is concerned?

A According to the quintile?

Q You have 20 on this list, right, on

Pages 16 and 17?

A No, I do not.

Q But it would be, of the municipalities in

dunty, based upon the quintile analysis, Rox-

Township would be somewhere below 20, right?

A Because there are 2 0 indicated here?

Q Yes.

A I guess that's true, yes.

Q Going, again, to Page 47, in fact, on
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Page 47 of the April report, again, Roxbury Township

has 46.7%, as of 1970, in the upper two quintiles,

ujbhat*Vs of the population, correct?

Q 25.3 and 21.4. And it would have, in

the lower three quintiles, 50%--or more than 50%,

I presume, correct?

A That's correct.

Q Did you, in a cursory fashion or in any

fashion., make a determination as to the quintiles

with reference to municipalities in the reggjjipftt trjiai: '.

• * ; " * •

are not parties defendant to this law suit?' Fox**-"

example, how would Roxbury compare to towns;1'in -'V'V r.

the region that are not parties defendant to this

suit?

A As you can see from the charts and the graphics

I did the quintile analysis for every municipality

in Morris County.

Q Yes, I know that. But I meant other

||those. In other words, the ones we are talking

, Region 11, which includes all of the--did

•""••include any analysis on that, as to how Roxbury

Township compares to the municipalities in Passaic

County or Union or Hudson or

A No. I'm not sure you understand,then, what the
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quintile analysis is because it is based on a comparison

to a larger region. Do you understand that?

Q You better explain it to me because I —

let me—may I please tell you what my understanding of

it was? And then maybe it would be easier for you

to explain it to me, if I explain my poor understandin

of it. That certain portions of the population fall

within certain income categories, and they have been

broken out into five income categories, right? You

have quintile number 1, number 2, number 3y number ^

and number 5? ;//* ??•'•*••

A Don't ask me for rights. Give me your;^

Q That was unfair of me. "^"' -•*"**:•: %*'"

So you have these five quintiles, and

so many people in the first, so many in the second,

so many in the third, so many in the fourth, so

many in the fifth, right? There are certain percentages

Then, what you do is to compare that number to the

various towns in this lawsuit and Roxbury. That's all

know about the quintile analysis. Please take

pm there for me, please.

That's not very accurate.

MR. VECCHIO: Off the record.

(There is a short discussion off the

record.)
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A The quintile analysis is basically a method

which one can compare categories of, let's say,

annual income, and, obviously, it can be done with

any kind of information among various jurisdictions.

At the same time, there is a base for that comparisor

I think, if I go through very quickly,

Q Okay. What's the base?

A the procedure, you will understand it. What

happens, in this quintile analysis, and it can be

done in other ways, for the years 1960 and 19Z0ir^

'%- ;
the incomes for families for the State of Ui^f Jersey

were divided into quintiles; that is, they ue&&J

divided into fifths. 'V .. .*:

Q Incomes for the state?

A Families living in the State of New Jersey.

So that 20% of the population in New Jersey fell

within each of those quintiles. At that point, one

can determine the income breaks for each quintile.

So that, if you count up, for instance, to the

of the population, you can find out what

income limit is for that break. As it

'furlflPout, in, let's say, 1970, for New Jersey, it's

6,6 27. You do that for each break. Taking those

quintile income breaks, one can take the population

in any given municipality or any county or any region
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1 any geographic area, take the population and deter-

2 mine the proportion of that population that falls

* - ._*s~4.u*~. that income break.
3

" *!'- V*"1 Q I think I have the concept. Thank you.

_ A Okay.

, Q Did you use the State of New Jersey, or

did you use--just from my recollection from yesterday,

did you use the Newark SMSA?

A No, I used the State of New Jersey for 19 6 0

and 19 70. And in the report, I compared that to the

County, to Region 11 and to the individual11
palities.

Q On Page 18 of the long report, jjfl̂ 2 '̂-'

indicated that, in Roxbury Township, the combined
14

increase in Quintiles 4- and 5, which are the higher
15

quintiles, increased 5.9%. Is that correct?
16

A That's correct.
17

Q And how did you determine that when--and
18

that was between the 1960 and 1970 Census, right?

2®
^K:Q When, in the chart, on Page 47, you

21 ••!*- / . ^
''c^ml&ided Mount Arlington and Roxbury, in the 19 6 0

22
Census?

23
A I used, actually, the figures that are

24
represented in that chart, and I don't think I mis-

25
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represented what I was doing in 1960 because the

data was not available in any other form. It is--

-1st -, *4% K ..

' %t- ddaas represent the combined quintiles.

vt" •',*>/. Q For Mount Arlington and Roxbury?

A That's correct.

Q If Mount Arlington were still a part of

Roxbury Township, would it be your position that

Mount Arlington should be a defendant in this

litigation? And I represent to you that Mount

Arlington was, in fact, a part of Roxbury Township.

MR. EISDORFER: I'm going to otoject tc^

that question. That calls for a lega£y<|o§i*~ y

elusion. You are asking her whether,*££'jE&k :̂,t

was a lawyer in the case, she would use a

different strategy.

Q I don't know whether he's directing you

not to answer it.

A Let me say I don't have an opinion.

Q Okay. On Page 29 of the long April

t again, you indicate that two-thirds of the

.cipalities, in 1970, had more than 75% of their

housing stock in owner occupied units. Is that

correct?

A Yes.

Q Okay. Now, is there anything that is

1 s.ijy •
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inherently bad, from your standpoint as a planner,

about owner occupied units?

fi " No.

Q Now, would it be acceptable—if we had

the best of or what I would consider to be the best

of all things, from the standpoint of planning, so

that everybody could own a single family house on a

one acre lot, would that be acceptable, from a planni g

standpoint?

A No.

Q It would not be. Why would that ;

A I am not, as a planner, convinced t

wants to own a home on a one acre lot. ~*r*

Q Okay. So that you would advocate a

mix of various types of housing?

A ThatTs correct.

Q Is the bottom line concern then,really

a concern as to individuals that cannot afford

particular housing that is adequate and safe?

A iiM That question is too vague for me. The bottom

^concern of what?

Q In other words, could the problem of

providing least cost and low and moderate income

households with adequate and safe housing be

accomplished in a different fashion rather than throdgh
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zoning and planning considerations?

A That question, I guess, really requires several

• different answers. You and I may not mean the same

thing by—let me rephrase that because I may not

quote you correctly—the problem of providing housing

for low and moderate income persons. That's one

problem I have in answering the question .

Q Okay.

A The second problem is it's a bit too open

ended for me to give you a very precise ans^ery . ••• ..

Q Let me ask you in a different fâ fi:

Could not low and moderate income househo

vided with housing through the Federal Governments •«•

State Government or whatever political subdivision,

providing them with the dollars to purchase those

particular types of units, instead of reducing the

characteristics of the units themselves?

A I don't want to repeat your phrase, "reducing

the characteristics of the units," because I don't

is so

that the Federal Government or State Govern-

"ment~would ^e a ^ ] _ e -f-o undertake the kind of effort

that you are talking about to meet the housing

needs that exist, that I could not possibly suggest

that that's an alternative.

' '-J^S^^^^^i understand what that means. But it i
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1 Q Do you have any

2 A In addition to that, the Federal Government

$ . ': "does indeed not have a program whereby it provides

4 • fwR&S for—directly to the household—not directly to

5 the household, but a housing assistance program,

6 rather than a construction subsidy program.

7 Q Do you have any opinion as to what a

8 program of that nature would, in fact, cost, of

9 the type that I had suggested?

2Q I A No, I do not.

••] Q Do you know whether any studies |iave/.$M§ei£-
>. >" ~ * - A

12 done in that regard? g^ • £&

13 A Actually, I believe there have been, aS&fioiigli . -

1^ I'm not going to be able to recall them.

-_ Q You don't remember what studies there

16 w e r e ?

17 A There have been studies on what was originally

18 called the Housing Allowance Program, whereby funds

jo were given to, I believe, households. I don't know

„,„ 7 £•-ctth&Kier--some of those studies were evaluations

u ... ,. v - w » . - :ly of that program. I don't know know whether
ZX t -. -., ?' -1^/; «*:'

*:'-#• iiiey5"drew larger conclusions or not.
22

Q Well, would you advocate, in your opinion

from the standpoint of a planner, that the funds be

provided to low and moderate income households in
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order to purchase these particular, you know, units,

whether they be single family or otherwise?

A, 4 • j,
1. I've indicated, I believe, to you in prior

that I think every available method for

providing housing for low and moderate income people

should be pursued.

Q From the standpoint of a planner, in the

event the funds were provided, as opposed to changes

zoning, would not that tend to preserve more zoning—

more of the items that zoning is directed towards;

for example, open spaces, adequate light an# air,
* <-'•: - ;

visual environment, including esthetics? t/-'

It seems obvious that itf s my rfSii* '

those qualities can be preserved with making adjust-

ments in current zoning patterns.

Q So that you would that, then, the charact

istics of zoning and the statutory criteria for

same would be as adequately preserved by adapting to

the suggestions that you made, as opposed to providir

-funds to purchase items that are available pur-

to existing zoning?

/&->--!• I have not made any suggestions. But as I

understand that question, yes.

Q Now, if economic considerations were

removed from this matter in their entirety, could

n

er-
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you tell me what density you, as a planner, would

zone for, taking into consideration the amount of

population and the number of units?
. . ' .<-*•

• A-^V.No.
•-." "^V**

Q Could you make any recommendations

specifically with reference to Roxbury Township?

A No.

Q Have you ever made such a study?

A Could you characterize such for me, please?

Q That would be, with reference to removing

economic considerations, how would you zone|| 'in̂ t-̂

Roxbury Township, at what density, and what_-.B̂ py

do you project for Roxbury Township? fj!U^-^ »

MR. EISDORFER: When you say "economic

considerations," what are you talking about?

MR. VECCHIO: I'm referring to—and that's

a fair comment on my question. I'm referring tc

the economic considerations of the low and

* * - #&?„M.

moderate income households.

MR. EISDORFER: The fact that people can't

' *: <*&.&•' -^ afford hous ing ?

u ~' ' Q I'm saying, divorced from that, and

assuming we had the best of all worlds, and I'm

rephrasing the question now, divorced from that, and

assuming we had the best of all worlds and the dollars
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1 were provided to these particular households to

2 purchase housing, what density would you zone for

in RiSxbury Township? By that, I mean number of units

4 • per acre. And at what population would you project

5 for Roxbury Township?

6 A I don't know.

7 Q Have you considered, absent those

8 economic considerations, the number of units per

9 structure that you would ideally like to see as a

planner?
-; *?>

11 A No. jfriSK ; '̂
11
22 Q Did you make any determination or* h«

• • - ' . ' • " .

23 you done any studies as to the percentage that should?

24 be owner occupied and what percentage should be

rentals?

16 A N o

-.- Q You did some work, on Page 31, this is

of the long report of April, with reference to

mobile homes by county. Are there any subsidized

homes in New Jersey, that you are aware of?

know*

Q Do you know of them anywhere, that there

would be subsidized mobile homes?

A I believe there.
24

What kind of program would that be on the
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subsidized mobile homes?

A Mobile homes are now eligible for the Housing

Assistance Program of the Federal Government, and

., . -&?.y; £ • ksSpw; of some other, I believe, Federal Funds that
• •-.

have been used to—I'm not sure I'm going to get this

accurate enough. I believe, I don't know, they were

used--I've seen them used in mobile home parks in

other ways, and I'm not exactly sure what for.

Q For my own information, do you know what

housing assistance program that would be? m • ̂

A That is the name of it. It is the Sec.tJEok•$&'$&£

Housing Program that was created under the wusjftp.'&̂ a*''

and Community Development Act of 19 74. ..:-*. - i. 9

Q Thank you.

On Page M-0 of the long April report again,

under your page denominated "notes," you indicate,

in Paragraph 4, "the method of income quintile ana-lysis

was developed by Suburban Action Institute to allow
18

19

jurisdictions to facilitate an understanding

for a comparison of income distribution over time

Sffl^ ,cds?'t5te relative ability of different income classes
21

to"* afford housing," right? The report says that,

23 r i g h t ?

A Yes, it does.

Q Okay. Now, the quintile analysis was
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developed by the Suburban Action Institute, right?

A That's right.

;»v ,.. Q Is my recollection correct, that you are

employed by the Suburban Action Institute?

A That's correct.

Q Did you work on the development of the

quintile analysis?

A I did not.

Q Do you know who, in particular, developed

the quintile analysis?

A A Mr. Paul Davidoff. £$ \\ "^

Q Was he one of your instructors JfCOw

time? - . ;%

A No.

Q You worked with him?

A I now work with him.

Q You now work with him.

Do you know when it was developed, the

quintile analysis?

^••'% i% Q Approximat ely ?

at/'"1- *19 70.

Q Now, is the quintile analysis based upon

family income?

A In this instance, yes. It need not necessarily
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be.

Q And do you know the definition of family

was used in the development of the quintile analysis?

A It's whatever is—and I'm not going to be able

to recall the language at all. It's whatever is used

in the Census as family income. Census has a handbook

that defines those fairly carefully.

Q Does a family include—since you don't

recall the definition precisely, would that include

two people that are working—I'm sorry, two people

that are not married, that they are living together.J

and both working? Would that be considered a.|£m±ly?.W

A It's—I believe it could be, if it was reposed

that way.

Q And if it weren't reported that way, how

would it be considered?

A They may be considered as unrelated individuals.

Q So the mode of reporting could, then,

affect the result in the quintile analysis, I assume?

. As I indicated, I'm not sure of that,

a definition problem or the mode of reporting

'•*- •- «--*Q ^11 right. In the quintile analysis, what

was the definition of inoome that was used, or in

your words, if you recall what it was?

A Again, it's the same definition used by the
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1 Census.

2 Q And you don't know what that is, or do

3 ..,, ..you?-I'm sorry

4 JI -" "•;-*.4A Not precisely, no.

5 Q In determining the income, were tax

6 considerations taken into account in the quintile

7 analysis?

8 A No.

9 Q Was the income as used in the quintile

10 analysis dependent upon earned income?

A I would have to check the definition ip'tne '
. - • * •

12 Census.

13 Q So you don't know.

14 All right. Could you possibly—could you

check that?

A Yeah. It's very easy to do. In fact, I came

17 very close to bringing the book with me today, and I

didn't.

19 Q I wish you had.

20 "•••&/&*$£? .-^-irfj • Were, for example, welfare payments

21*
"'•" "'""' A: "' "''• I b e l i e v e s o .

MR. EISDORFER: Let me just note, for the

record, this is a public document, and it's

available in any public library, and it's easil
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7
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20

accessible to every party.

THE WITNESS: It's called the Census Userf

*&c Guide. There are many definitions in that

MR. VECCHIO: In answer to Steve's

comment on the question, I didn't know that

the Census definitions were used in the income

quintile analysis. I'm just discovering that

right now, and that's why I'm asking the

questions.

Q Were unemployment compensation ̂jJS&$f$id

included? Do you know?

A I'm not sure.

Q Social Security?

A I believe so.

Q Tax free bonds?

A I don't know.

Q Was it taken from the Census information,

to make this determination, or was it taken from

rmation? Do you know?

already indicated to you it was taken from

Cfensus information, the quintile analysis.

Q Is it your opinion that everyone in

Quintile Number 1 should be able to purchase a home

or rented unit in Morris County without a subsidy?
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A No.

Q And the answer would be no for Quintile

2, Number 3, Number 4 and Number 5, obviously,

"'".:Ji"-*1,J assume?

A Then, you have to,repeat the question.

Q Okay. The question was: Are you saying

that everyone in Quintile Number 1—I!m sorry.

That wasn't the question. Is it your opinion that

everyone in Quintile Number 1 should be able to

purchase a home or rented unit in Morris Cauntjr

without a subsidy? And your answer to that}" •£

believe, is no? <
•' '-.-*B

A I guess I need some clarification of wh£"t ydu-^"

mean by "everyone in Quintile Number 1".

Q In other words, all the people in that

income category, that they should be able to buy a

unit in Morris County without any form of subsidy?

A Well, obviously, I think there is a point at

which it should not be necesary to use a subsidy.

I see. But in the lower quintiles; say,

Number 1 and 2, a subsidy would be necessary

*'A* '"^That's likely.

MR. VECCHIO: Off the record.

(There is a short discussion of the

record.)
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Q What was your fair share allocation for

.C -Rahrerdale?

A *" 545.
7-.> • '

Q 545.

Do you know what they settled for?

A I do not.

Q Were you consulted with reference to tha

settlement?

No.

Q Your projection for Roxbury TowJ3if&'£j> ,,is.:
•^j&ft. •' •- . '..

4,225 units for a period of 10 years, 19 80 i|&jbDugfr:

1990. Is that right? * "-r- u"•-"

A It, actually, covers the period 1970 to 1990,

but we are indeed at 1980.

Q Explain that one to me. I don't under-

stand that one. You say it covers the period of

1970 to 1990?

A That's the period of the projection, and that's

period basically covered by the New Jersey DCA

Allocation Report.

Q All right. And does that, then, mean that

if Roxbury Township has provided, between 19 70 and

19 80, some least cost housing, the amount that it

should provide between 19 8 0 and 19 9 0 will be somewhat
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less than 4,225?

»̂ • 1 believe so.

>&i'""•'"'•:•>; Q Did you do a study as to existing housing

"stock in Roxbury?

A No,

Q Okay.

A not other than identifying the subsidized

units as indicated in the report.

Q For example, and this is one of the

problems that I have* in the event that Ro3^u3^&t #-

Township had a multitude of dwelling unitd^|^M^^fe:^;E*

sold in the least cost range between 19 70 ••îjfe-!îP|̂--.--f'*:^

would they be accorded certain credit as agaiitiC" " ̂

the 4,225?

A I would believe it could be, yes.

MR. VECCHIO: Off the record.

(There is a short discussion off the

record.)

Q You are generally familiar, and I use

term so I don't get involved in an objection,

the provisions of the Land Use Act of the

State of New Jersey?

A Minimally.

Q Okay. And under that Act, aren't the

municipalities required to revise the land use

^
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1 element and their master plan after every so many

2 . years, whether it's five years or—I believe it is

3 • ^.J^ive^years?

4.. r. •;. ' "- h vV. I don't know.

5 MR. VECCHIO: Off the record.

6 (There is a short discussion of the

7 record.)

8 Q But if a municipality has to revise

9 its land use element on a periodic basis, would it

10 not be provident to revise it in stages, as^dicrtated;

U say, a five or six year stage, rather than

12 10, 15 or 20 year stage? S':^ -V- "'

13 A I don't understand the question.

14 Q Okay. What I'm saying is: Is it provident

15 for a municipality, unless it can difinitively look

lg into the future, to make long range;say, 2 0 year,

17 projections, as opposed to revising those projections

lg on a five or a six year basis, depending upon what

19 happens within the community?

oa '̂•'i'?̂ feH'--.v-:-̂ t- MR. EISDORFER: Are you asking that as

n. ^«i- >^<&& general matter or in connectionwith something

specific?

MR. VECCHIO: From the standpoint of a
M«3

24 planner.

25 A As I understand your question, it seems that
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both are useful.

Q Okay. Now, for example, the DCA Housing

Jjft3,oeation Study, you have revised the DCA study.

-̂.v.,, A%*Mfcnderstand it now, between 1970 and 1990, there

VfiSild be H,225 least cost units in Roxbury Township,

correct?

A Yes.

Q Some may have been provided prior to

this time, and the balance should be provided between

1980 and 1990, right?

A Yes.

Q Okay. Now, that projection would, tlfen, he

based upon certain criteria that were used by the

DCA Report and criteria used by yourself as of the

time that the DCA made its report and as of the time

that you made your report. Is that correct?

A Ifm not sure I understand.

Q In other words, let me try to make it

simple, when the DCA made its report, it made a

-i« .-̂ a/fcei&ljanation as to how much vacant developable land

Q And when you made your report, in some

fashion, I believe,that you indicated you relied upon

the DCA report as to vacant developable land, right?
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A Yes.

Q Now, between 19 8 0 and 19 90, the amount

of yaeant developable land can change. Is that not

correct?

A It could, yes,

Q So what I'm asking you, then, is: Can

the other criteria that were used change?

A The other criteria are more fixed in time. They

could be updated.

Q For example, the employment growth,, could.

that change? . j ,.• "'*•'"

A It could be updated. Is that what

"change"?

Q Yes. How do you mean that?

A Well, it's not going to change for that period

of time.

Q Well, okay, I understand what you mean.

It could be updated, and if either could have grown or

it could have diminished. As in one of your reports,

nished in Hanover and Dover. Is that right?

don't remember if that's true, but it could

increase or diminish, yes.

Q Okay. And, likewise, municipal fiscal

capabilities, I assume, could change?

A That's correct.
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Q And personal income, unfortunately, may

change for all of us rapidly, could also change?

>.-̂  That is correct.

>-"-%" s # Q Since you make a projection between 1980

to 1990, does not that projection have to be reevaluatjed

at particular periods of time in order to verify the

projection based upon change circumstances in planning

for any community?

A I think you are confusing two issues.

Q All right. Go ahead. .-. .,_ ....
•:,-V..X . •--

A I do think that I have no difficulty ^IS«ck..;

justing and/or updating an allocation plan .sĵ ridQtd̂ -

cally. "• fffij- -' ''

Q Why is that?

A I have no objection to, I said,

Q Oh, I see.

A And using different projections. The four

criteria that you just mentioned, which may or may

not change within-that period, are criteria used for

ting the projected units. They do not, in and

selves, alter the projection. Do you under-

that?

Q No, I don't. Because the way I was

looking at it was that, for example, if the State of

New Jersey came in tomorrow and said okay, we are
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1 going to condemn and take for State use the northern

2 half of Roxbury Township, that that would change our

3 - / allocation,and that's the point I was trying to get at

4 ,;:,;-' A -. , That could possibly change your allocation.

5 What I'm trying to state is: The population projections

6 are something done independent of the four criteria

7 that you mentioned, which are used in determining the

8 allocation of units.

9 Q Okay. All right. Let me try to get this

10 point, which, I, again, have a little bit of

n difficulty with. In assuming that Roxbury I^wi^ehip '"?*

12 didn't provide any of those units between $$IS®l si*& >.'.,

13 19 80, right, and your allocation is 4,225, is i%..youxv

14 opinion that what should occur in that regard should

15 be that 4,225 units or thereabouts should be built

lg over that 10 year period, between 1980 and 1990?

17 That's part of what I don't understand. Or is there

lg some--I'm not trying to put words in your mouth in

19 that regard.

L/'" *̂ 4*>̂ &5aBt- •-;, " I guess I don't understand why you don't under-

I *'&:."* '^ *
that.2X w

2 2 ^"r *•-•'*'' Q Okay.

9Q , A The 4,225 units is the allocation identified

for Roxbury to the year 199 0.

2_ i Q Okay. But what I'm trying to—the point
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that I don't understand is that, supposing Roxbury

Township put in 4,22 5 units tomorrow, okay, which

A .*,:;* Would be nice.

•// Q No comment.

Okay. Supposing that they put them in

tomorrow and then, the next year, the jobs went away,

some people reverted lands to farmlands and the

State of New Jersey took 25% of Roxbury Township,

would that, then, not result in an anomaly of sorts?

A I don't really know how to answer that. The

••-.*.•.-,-«

housing allocation is based on the, let's ŝ §gf9..--beat
*&£ - '

or most approximate estimate that can be ma<Je of- the '

need for housing. *"- "

Q Should

A It is obvious that factors change over time.

Q

is a little bitfdiferently. Should the projections

be made from a planning standpoint,again, on less thar

a 20 year basis in order to permit an adequate re-

ion of the allocation plan on a periodic time

shorter duration than 2 0 years or 10 years?

think I already indicated that I think it's

appropriate to evaluate periodically the appropriate-

ness or adequacy of a housing allocation plan. I still

think it's perfectly suitable to make a 20 year pro-

Then, maybe the way I am looking at it
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1 jection so the jurisdictions have that understanding.

2 Q I'm not against saying that or disputing

3 that* but what Ifm trying to relate it to is—I'm

"•? •'

4 .. ..making statements and not asking questions. But
- * •

5 you have a statistical background, do you not?

6 A To some extent.

7 Q Is it so that,when you porject statistical

8 information such as this out over more prolonged periods

9 of time, that the statistical result has a greater

10 chance of being in error based upon the time frame?

H In other words, supposing you did an alloca||^||j£or -:f

12 Roxbury Township and, instead of using 20

13 you used 100 years. Would it be your opini#ip|'Tapg -ar •*:'

14 planner and a person Who has expertise in the areas

15 of statisticians, that the 20 year one would have a

15 greater chance of accuracy than the 100 year one?

17 A That's generally true.

lg Q In looking at something of this nature,

19 the provision for this adequate housing for low and

- _.<:%***, 4<̂ ,ia6<$e3?ate income families and also for least cost
V»; 3'^ Jfr"'"

of - '. 1>"'"" '*yl®$igsgLng,from the standpoint of the municipality,

22 * "" "thaT*would be implementing the introduction of changes

93 in its zoning and planning for the municipality,

_. should not that municipality attempt to use projections

25
that are more predictable projections? And by that, I
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„ „ „ » « » « « « « - *-pro3*
^ * m : : ; - : ^ • term pro j ections .

17

Sf^tfc*

Wxdon ,haVey

s h o r t e r term ones, and

are_-have an important function.

Q But the sorter term ones « - « -

generaXXV more accurate.

A m terms of projections, that •

l d i ask you this: $n Now, could 1 as^ y

' -p to any shorter
to Roxbury Township, to any

in vear span,

— s h i p for this year,

u p for review again within less

a n d what I'» asking you is: ™*

A I can't really answer that question.

Q In your opinion as planner, do you feel

that it would be appropriate for a municipality to

evaluate the problem of the least cost housing, alo

with other zoning and planning problems, on a conti
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basis, as opposed to relying upon one long term

projection and going along with that?

A ._ As I've already indicated, I don't think that

trh&y are opposing notions; that they can be done in

conjunction with each other.

Q But the long range projections would be

modified by what occurred short term. Is that correct?

A Depending on what you mean by "what occurred."

Q I'm not trying to say that occurred to

prevent the housing or permit it. But, you know,,

if something occurred; say that the jobs iritf&efastfd- ̂.,

by 15000covered jobs next year, the

would be that, under the DCA methodology,

would be required, right?

A That would be likely, if they altered their

plan, yes.

Q But by the same token, if the jobs

decreased next year by the same number, by 15000, ther

the amount of housing would decrease or the need for

punt of housing, and the housing allocation

V'WQUS)|^ deer ease, also?

A ' No. As I indicated to you, the employment is

used in the method of allocation, not in the identifi

cation of need.

Q Vacant land would have that effect, right
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A Vacant l and i s used i n t h e same way as employ-

ment. That's whay I tried to explain to you earlier
>.•

•A

that, the four criteria

MR. VECCHIO: If it's okay with you to

go off the record for a minute?

MR. EISDORFER: Sure.

(There is a short discussion off the

record.)

Q Let's take the specific example of

Roxbury Township. In the event that Roxbury Township

accepted your long term projection of 4, 225,,ui*itS;% ><jj

by the year 1990, . ...

A Okay. y>V - ,\ -

Q and then, in 1981, the four criteria

used by the DCA and adopted by you, vacant developable

land, employment growth, municipal fiscal capabilitie

and personal income, if those items changed, there

would be a change as to total allocation to Roxbury

Township, would there not?

'.f the plan were updated, yes.

Y?$£Q And updated the plan.

Did you ever work for a municipality in

the development of a master plan?

A .No.

Q Have you advised any municipality as to tire
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implementation of a master plan for development of

a master plan or zoning ordinance—or land use

.ordinance, in the modern parlance?

A . ̂ .Not directly. That's—I don't know if that's

a correct answer. I worked for the American Society

of Planning Officials, and we did undertake technical

assistance to jurisdictions. They would send in

inquiries about planning and zoning matters, and

we would research and advise them on those issues.

But I never worked directly for a municipality, in ...

that capacity.

Q From a planning standpoint,

advise a municipality to implement, through

ordinances based upon 2 0 year projections without the

cautionary advice to review those projections on

at least an annual basis?

A I think it's advisable for a jurisdiction to

review on a more short term basis. I'm not sure I

would say annually. I do still think the 2 0 year

tions are useful.

v̂f-'Q I'm not disputing that. The problem that

is that, assuming, but I'm not clearly conceding

that your projections for Roxbury Township are

totally correct, what I'm getting at is that, from a

planning standpoint, it would not seem provident to
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me for a municipality to immediately zone for 4,22 5

units based upon a projection carried out to the

^ J^l MR. EISDORFER: Is this a question?

THE WITNESS: Not so far.

Q Do you agree with that, or do you not?

MR. EISDORFER: It seems to me this

question has been asked and answered several

times already.

You may answer, however.

A I don't know. ". •. - ;

-£ *

Q You don!t know. ' •-; >

MR. VECCHIO: Okay. Off the record. -"- *'•'-•

(There is a short discussion off the

record.)

(There is a luncheon recess.)

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MS. MC DERMOTT:

Q Okay. You know my name already, Lynne

. If there's any questions that you don't

, just ask me, and I'll try to rephrase

My first questions are in reference to

the March, 1979 report, and the questions will

follow in order of the pages in the report, so we
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won't be skipping around. It should go faster that

way.

Okay. Page 1 of the March, '79 report,

Paragraph 5, okay, the second sentence in that para-

graph reads that, "these goals are identified so as

to correct imbalances in the patterns of low and

moderate income housing in the region."

Can you explain to me what you meant

by "patterns" in that particular sentence?

A That refers to the availability of housing.

Q Okay. Does that mean where they\|

located or just the patterns of not providii|g;;s,u^l

amounts of housing?

A Both.

Q Both. Okay.

Okay. Is it important, in your opinion,

to change the patterns with respect to the location

of the housing or low and moderate income persons or

to provide the housing itself?

£"•,*' I wouldn't answer that by saying that one is

P\
-3$ i i

<fiu$*e: .important or the other. I think they need to

be'dfone in conjunction with one another.

Q So even if the housing was provided,

there would still be problems if it was centralized

in certain locations?
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A Yes. In the Census, that's undesirable and

2 I probably unlikely

o r/ -"• •. r-x \/fW;.'Q Okay. In your opinion, is a region's

4 '-. ^ :- kpusdng need met by a total figure of housing for

5 low and moderate income persons, even if one community

5 wasn't providing its fair share, but if another

7 community was providing more than its fair share?

3 A Again, that depends on how you define need.

9 The numerical need may indeed be met, but that does

not mean the region has satisfactorily met -feket ae^d of

H low and moderate income households.

12 Q So even if your total number of j&uses - -*

23 for Region 11 were provided in that region, if each

individual town did not provide its fair share, then

the plan would not be properly implemented?

.., A That's correct.
lo

a

Q Okay. Does the fact that./ community in a

1C region is providing more than its fair share of low

and moderate income housing reduce the regional

2©

lAî f%,r|î S«̂ '"iThat would depend on how need is defined. It

generally would, yes.

Q Okay. Have you done a study to determine

what needs of the region are presently being met

by the communities within? This would be Region 11.
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A No.

Q Okay. On Page 1, Paragraph 5, you say,

in t-tie last sentence, "the goal is to be achieved with

in, a specific time frame."

Okay. Now, this goal that you are referring

to, is this goal satisfied by amending the zoning

ordiance of a town to provide the opportunity for

low and moderate income housing, or does the municipality

have to actually build the housing?

A In my opinion, to achieve the goal, tijh£:hbusing

has to be provided. t_ :> \f' "

•-^¥

Q By "provided," you mean it has .̂ ftfee-feuiltj?

A Correct. ^ ^ . ^ ? % *•

Q Okay. If a community cannot achieve its

goal, as you defined it there, with actual housing

being built; for example, a sewer ban which is imposed

by the Department of Environmental Protection, should

this factor be considered in drafting a fair share

plan?

Okay. So even if the housing cannot be

built in a particular town, perhaps even within

your time frame of up to 1990, that housing should not

be allocated or, say, redistributed to other communiti

in order to insure that it would be built?

es
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A It would depend, in my opinion, on the reason

for which it cannot be built.

-\ Q Okay. But I'm just — for the purposes of

;* this question, this isn't making the allocation. If

it is known that one particular community cannot,

within the 10 year time frame, provide any housing,

low, moderate, anything, and I use the example because

of sewer ban, whether that's a valid reason I'll

leave out of the question, that, if the community is

not going to be able to put any housing up xi

1990, what happens to the houses or units iMit

allocated to that town during that period? ./

A Then, I have to go back, I guess, to what -I ''1

said earlier. It depends on the reason for why it can-

not provide the units.

Q If it was a justifiable reason that the

units could not be provided, under your fair share

plan, should those units be redistributed to the

communities that could provide that housing?

really can't answer that without you telling

t you feel is a justifiable reason.

Q I don't have one yet. I want to know if

you would have to do another redistribution.

A I mean, that is already done, in some sense,

in the way the development limit is used. For instance
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it would

Q Right.

A A 7i be those units which are reallocated, and

I did adopt that in my adjustment of the New Jersey

Housing Allocation Plan as an appropriate concept.

Q Have you taken into consideration whether

any of the communities in your plan presently cannot

provide housing because of a sewer ban that has been

imposed by the Department of Environmental Protection

A No. >;$ v̂ ;.*-. - •

Q Okay. If you are aware of suJSfefe|t bi&ji,//

would that affect that prohibited con^^tf^to^ of

any housing, would that affect your allocation^*"-

A No.

Q plan?

No.
Q Okay. Okay. On Page 1, in Paragraphs 6

.and 7, you discuss how conformance with the plan is

measured. Could you tell me, how do you measure

conformance with the fair share plan if a sewer ban

is in effect in a municipality? By*'sewer ban", 1 meai

a ban that prohibits construction of new houses

because the sewers cannot be connected.

A Answering your question with specific refere

to the sewer ban, it would depend, in my opinion,

A
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some extent, on the nature and cause of the sewer ban

g that aside, I do think there are alternative

isms for a jurisdiction to meet its allocation,

e limitation of, let's say, new construction is

not a necessary one; that used housing stock could

also be made available to low income households.

Q I'll give you the specific example of

Passaic for the moment. You have allocated a certain

number of houses or units to Passaic, and even if

we re zoned our community to provide the opp̂ i|kji£pty

for these houses to be built, as a result dfethd','-.;;̂ 1,"

sewer ban, it is highly unlikely that they :-j^^^,p&W

constructed, at least in the near future, unless some-

body came up with a large sum of money. Would we

be conforming, would Passaic Township be conforming,

with the fair share plan you propose?

MR. EISDORFER: Are you asking the witness

to assume that all your factual representations

are true?

% • &

MS. MCDERMOTT: Y e s .

Assuming that we rezoned in accordance

with what the Public Advocate would like, but the

sewer ban is in effect and it's highly unlikely any

construction can be, you know, commenced at all, how

would you measure, you know, the conformance of
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• V i s i o n of units.
Q B y "units," do you
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the

or

*er

correct.

...to come up with its

That's correct.
o Paragraph

"Outreach and xni

that paragraph,

outreach f

,, l ow and moderate

t o insure that all a v a i lable to them

f tv.e housing choices
aware of the municipalxty

Ts it your opinion that
1
 c h and information progr

your fair share plan
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that municiP
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Q And who makes the determination as to

they are necessary? I missed maybe part

answer.

can be a planning question, or the

municipality may decide whoever it is that's taking

on responsibility for providing the units.

Q And could you explain what types of

programs are these outreach and information programs?

A Yes. There are a number of them, and they are

in fairly common usage. They range from everything

beginning with, let's say, affirmative marketing:. .;-.
V

programs to actual counseling programs, whereby staff

of service agencies or some other political-agency

or private agency works with households that are

interested in obtaining housing and making the move

into that housing.

Q And who pays the expenses of these

programs?

A It depends ont&e nature of the program.

ative marketing programs, of course, are, in

nstances, required, by law, of sponsors or

developers of housing projects.

Q Under what law?

A I'm not sure it's going to be very precise.

Under Civil Rights laws or an executive order, and I
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would have to refresh my memory to get the exact one.

Q When you refer to "executive order,"

"* ' is "4:&at on the Federal or on the State level?
o

,;.->' A ":.. Federal. Many of the counseling programs
• • * . - • • • • " •

are funded through community development block grants
5

Urban League, for instance, has a fairly effective
6

counseling training program. HUD, the Department of

Housing and Urban Development, will also certify
8

counseling agencies and, under certain circumstances,

provide funds for those services.

Q Okay. On Page 2, Paragraph 7,

the end of the paragraph, the next to las

reads: "As the plan is updated, new goals will Be ••''•'

identified."
14

Okay. In reference to this updating of
15

plans, if a municipality wishes to update its fair
16

share allocation under a plan, would it need to
17

compute the fair share for all the communities in
18

the region?
19

•i£%\! fZHK&i. As the New Jersey DCA Housing Allocation Plan

£.' ,'.'f§4,.-i«4j|>:resently constructed, that would be necessary,
21 ^-^-i&sf^ "

22
Q Okay. Do you know any other way that

23
you could update a municipality's fair share; say,

24
for example, in five years or in 199 0, at the end of

25
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the plan?
2

A Without going to regional sets of data?
3 |

I Q Right.
4 1 '"t " ' .̂ "

% K %'*> In the sense that it is indeed a regional plan,
5

I can!t think of one.
6

Q Okay. Who, in your opinion, is responsibl
7

for updating fair share plans?
8

A Whichever agency originated the plan.
9

Q And how often should a fair share plan
10 be updated?

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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11

I
years, seems reasonable.

A I don't really have an opinion on that'..-

12
v •

13

?rAfov

Q Okay. What role does a municipality\f>3&$

in updating their fair share plans, you know, in

making their planning decisions?

A In actuality, they may have a very little

role. A municipality might wish to make available

certain data that is not otherwise available from

published sources. For instance, if a jurisdiction

to be given credit for units that had been

but that information was not reported

frequently enough, it may wish to submit that data

to the agency and have it considered.

Q You previously discussed that, under

New Jersey's Municipal Land Use Act, a municipality
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has the obligation to revise or update its housing

element every five or six years. We will take that

,! "figure since no one is perfectly sure as to the time,

that the Department of Community Affairs
/ 1

*2'
%J

does hot update its fair share plan within the next

five or six years, what does a community or what woul

you propose a community do when this five year period

is up and they have to revise their housing element?

A It seems to be it would be very reasonable for

them to go to New Jersey DCA and indicate the need

for an updated version and perhaps provide some' i^o

mation as to why. I would be very surprisedpj.f ,',...

DCA or an agency were not willing to do so..r.- ; -v

Q Do you know how long it took to compare;

from its origin to its completion, the present DCA

Housing Allocation Report?

A No, I do not.

Q All right. One Page 2, in Paragraph 8,

in your last sentence on that page, regarding updatin

is.- occurs for a variety of reasons: better data

^be. available, the allocation formula may be

upon." And I'll leave the sentence off

there.

In specific reference to the phrase,

"the allocation formula may be improved upon," how
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1 could the allocation formula used in this case be

2 . ... improved upon, in your opinion?

3" -v-̂ 1§3& V Th e — I prepared a critique on the New Jersey

4 ^.LDCA Report, and that is an entire report in and of

5 itself.

6 Q So you have no other opinions, in addition

7 to what was put in your report, about how the

8 allocation formula could be improved upon?

9 A Not that I can think of.

2Q Q Okay. You would not have another/ mo4e-l,

Ij for example, that you would recommend for maj^ng'<

22 allocations? .-..'

23 A There certainly are other models. I have %6t

24 reviewed them in reference to New Jersey DCA's

..- plan sufficiently at this point to recommend them.

2£ Q Could you give me a list, from what you

17 do remember, of these other models, for allocation

1R formulas, if they have general names, if they are

1O known by some kind of name?

y
*>i\ it1*-'*""' •-rjrviaiff*-There are in existence quite a number of fair

or housing allocation plans. There is no
21

way I could list all of them for you at this point.

For instance, the Areawide Housing Opportunity Plans

that I indicated earlier would be such an example,
24

and those are now in existence in, I believe, 11 or 1
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regions throughout the United States, plus, in the

research I've done in the past, there are quite a

&%t'<if- fair share and housing allocation plans in

existence.

Q And do these other plans use different

criteria or different groups of criteria than the

New Jersey DCA Allocation Plan?

A They do in some instances. As I indicated in

the report that you have been looking at now, I

attempted to summarize what the most common criteria

were. £• ' -i

; i%i§f

Q So while none of these plans ar^1 exactly'*

the same, they may use different variables

their allocation?

A That's true.

MR. PANTEL: Could we go off the record for

a second?

(There is a short discussion off the

record.)

Q On Page 3 of the same report, Paragraph 3,

to Paragraph 3, you are talking about

generally of the implementation of a fair share

plan. My question

A I'm sorry? Which paragraph?

Q This is Paragraph 3.
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A On Page 3?

Q On Page 3, "to the extent that the goal"-'

t-ftat paragraph, and "insuring that a jurisdiction

.-Jl'peadrhes its goal."

My question is: Who do you suggest

monitors the implementation of a fair share plan,

in general?

A The agency that originated the plan.

Q Okay. And who would you recommend would

monitor the fair share plan in this case?

A The New Jersey DCA.

Q Okay. Do you know whether the

of Community Affairs has the power to enforellM:hIs -

plan?

A No, I do not.

Q Okay. Do you know what kind of powers

they have regarding the monitoring of this plan?

A Not specifically, no.

Q Okay. In your opinion, does the State or

regional agency make the future plans for low

lerate income housing in a municipality?

What do you mean by "make plans for"?

MR. EISDORFER: Excuse me. Are you asking-

is that a descriptive question or prescriptive

question?
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Q Okay, Should they, the State or regional

agency, be the one who is planning, who makes plans

..provision of low and moderate income housing in

I guess I wouldn't apply a should to -£Ji22!i I

a municipality?

A I'm still not quite sure what you mean by

"makes the plans for".

Q Well, communities do certain amount of

planning for land use. Should the State or regional

agency make these land use plans for provision of

low and moderate income housing in a given

A

think it's possible. I don't think it's nec<
i

• " ' 1

the necessary way to implement the allocatii

I think it's perfectly appropriate for individual

jurisdictions to develop their own plans in conformanc

with that housing allocation plan.

Q Okay. But according to you, the municipali

itself has a limited role in actually making the fair

share plan itself.

s correct.
$ Okay, In reference to Page 3, Paragraph 6

! w M e h begins "the number of these units," could you

explain to me, how do you determine how much land in

a municipality is mapped, which you have underlined

in that paragraph, for least cost housing?

ty
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A I can't give you a very specific answer to

that question. It refers generally to the area zoned

within which least cost housing could be constructed.

Q And how would you determine, by looking

at a zoning map, whether least cost housing could be

provided in any one of those particular zones?

A I don't quite know how to answer that in that

my testimony is certainly not related to that. And

while it can be determined, I have no to this point

nor do I intend to identify how that determination

would be made.

Q Okay. In reference to

Page 3, the last sentence, you state, "thisf

has not taken into account other factors which

contribute to the actual feasibility of producing

those units, such as: the availability of water and

sewer facilities, the provision of streets and road

access, the adequacy of public school systems and

other services and facilities."

1

i What role does the availability of

nd sewer facilities play in the actual

feasibility of producing low and moderate income units| ,

in your opinion?

A To answer the question both simply and not so

simply, the availability of water and sewer facilities.
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affects the—generally, the cost of land. And where

it is not available, the provision of such facilities

-̂ wbiilcj. add to the overall cost. What this list is

attempting to provide in this paragraph is an

indication that there are factors that were considered

to determine the development of housing over and

above the mere mapping of certain zones.

Q Do these factors which you list in the

last sentence of Paragraph 7, do these play any role

in developing a fair share plan? . i.i;".-
1 .̂-,

A Such factors have been used in fair sl^ppe pl«|fiss

for housing allocation p l a n s , as I indicate^ "ifls tillS*'

report, in identifying the criteria for alldda-tx&s-.-1"̂

Q Can you refer to any specific model or

example of a fair share plan that uses these factors?

A Interestingly enough, I believe I know of two

housing allocation plans that incorporated such

considerations in their earliest fair share plans,

and they have, since then, been revised not to include

ctors. So the earlier drafts—not drafts.The

reports would have that.

Q What plans are you referring to?

A And this may not be completely accurate, but as

I recall, the Metropolitan Council in St. Paul-

Minneapolis, Minnesota, in its original plan, I believ
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identified priority areas based on a variety of

factors, some of which were similar to these. I recall

have since revised that and donft utilize the

hi* method.

Q WOuld you happen to know why they deleted

such factors from their analysis?

A No, I donft.

Q And what was the plan?

A The other one comes out of Dayton, Ohio. It's

the Miami Valley, Ohio Planning Commission.
-*-".....

Q And they also deleted these factc?3*S<?

A I'm not sure. I know the factors have "-changed

over time. ~.\ -.-••'

Q Okay. Have you taken into account these

factors in developing a fair share plan in this case?

A No.

Q Okay. Okay. On Page 4, Paragraph 5 of the

March report, the first sentence, "the zoning

ordinance must account for a factor of units beyond

ir share goal."

My question is:. What factor of units

assaic Township account for beyond your deter-

mination of its fair share?

A I have .not computed that figure.

Q Okay. So as it stands, you only have an
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allocation for the fair share of Passaic Township

under the fair share plan?

A.- ?/--' That's true.

Q Okay. Are you intending to or in the

process of computing this additional factor of units

as referred to in Paragraph 5 of Page l+?

A No.

Q Okay. Do you know to determine that figure?

I mean, how would you determine that figure?

A I would have devise a method. .:. - -

Q Okay. You do not have a method '4

time? -W-^^V

A .Not at this point. ' • '*-*S

Q On Page 4-, Paragraph 8, okay, under the

topic of "what is adequate performance?" in the second

sentence in that paragraph, you state, "an alternative

test or measure".

Were you referring to any specific alter-

native test or measure in that particular sentence?

Nothing in particular, no.

Okay. Do you know of any other alternative

s/ other than a fair share plan?

A I mean, generally, in Madison, an alternative

measure of reasonableness—I forget the exact phrase.

Q You are referring to the Oakwood-at-

Madison case, decided by the New Jersey Supreme Court?
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A

• ?.-* •&•" , v

Yes.

Q Page 5, Paragraph 3, it's in reference to

are stating that, "a fair share plan

22

23

24

25

factors of need suitability and redistributi

Okay. First of all, are you familiar with

any fair share plan that uses at its region a —

what Mr. Bisgaier calls a commuter shed, a region

based on the distance between the municipality and

where people work, say, approximately a half hour

distance from the municipality, in any

Are you aware of any plan that uses that

region in making the allocation? ....̂

A You mean an adopted, operating fair sfiar^ p

Q Right.

A No.

• Q Are you aware of any proposed plans using

such rationale?

A Mr. Bisgaier has mentioned one to me in

this particular case, I think..

Q Okay.

I'm not familiar with it.

Q All right. Are you aware of any books

or articles, in your field, fair share planning,

that use a commuter shed type region as an example

of a region in making a fair share plan?

n
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1 A I think it's very possible that articles or

2 publications may have referred to the possibility or

9 *\fHfef "v -ctis^ussed that possibility. I'm not familiar—I mean,

4 •' -X can't recall anything in particular.

5 Q Can a fair share plan, based upon this

6 "commuter shed region," incorporate considerations of

7 need, suitability and redistribution?

8 A Assuming we mean the same thing by "commuter

9 shed," I would say that the incorporation of those

10 three factors is not guaranteed at all.

11 Q First of all, could you explain "tb?|^,wha

12 your understanding of a commuter shed is? ^. . -•

13 A Taking a—it generally refers to identifying

14 a center location and identifying the commuting range

25 to that location from individuals' residence or

16 employment. It's not always used that way.

17 Q Why doesn't such a region, based on a

2g commuter shed, incorporate the considerations of

29 need, suitability and redistribution?

^Very simply, because it only incorporates a

21- fk'^JfiaL-"V^V:j^^t^Ln^> P^tern. I"t would not necessarily identify

- ** =:,<1r̂  î plffe- of housing need. It does not, on its face,

93 evaluate various areas for potential provision of low

and moderate income housing, and it would not necessar

«c guarantee any redistribution of housing opportunities

ily
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Q Okay. Page 6, Paragraph 2, "absent the

time.frame established in a fair share plan, some

measure must account for the capacity and timeliness

I; of. the municipality's response in providing for least

cost units."

Can you tell me what you mean when you

state, "the capacity and timeliness of a municipality1

response for least cost units"? Specifically, what

response are you referring to?

A The response is the extent to which the imanicipa

'v.\-:-v

Q Okay. If zoning or rezoning of a'' mufifi'efpaltty

is the municipality's response to a fair share plan,

in what time frame must it respond in order to be

timely, to be a timely response?

A Again, I'm not sure I can give you as specific

an answer as you want. Obviously, there is an end

goal in mind, and a municipality would need to take th

-jiecessary to meet that goal. It seems obvious

municipality cannot wait until the day before

the end of the plan period to rezone. Unfortunately,

it may amount to matters of reasonableness or proper

planning.

QOkay. On Page 6, Paragraph 7, the first sentenc

ity
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"consistent with the first test, the number of least

cost units provided should bear a likely relation-

" ."̂ fslifg, to the residential growth occurring within the

' n&wicipality."

If a community has no residential growth,

what number of least cost units would need to be

provided by that municipality?

A A municipality would still, in my opinion,

have an obligation to meet its fair share goal. This

sentence refers to the obligation of a jurisdiction

to incorporate provisions for least cost

along with its development of residential

altogether. It's—I should state also,

the way in which a fair share for housing allocation

plan is developed, the likelihood of your hypothetic

seems to me to be minimal.

Q Okay. In reference to that same sentence

on Page 6, Paragraph 7, when you refer to the "total

residential growth in a municipality," what time fran

'"you speaking of in reference to that, since its

ftion, the municipality's inception, or from the

of the plan, or what?

A Generally, It's an ongoing frame of reference,

I guess for the same time frame as the implementatioi

of the housing allocation plan. That's actually a
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fairly simple answer to a bit more complex notion,

pgrbaps. It seems to me that it's conceivable that

^ -a Jurisdiction having promoted considerable amounts

-#£ growth in the past may have a greater obligation

5 to provide cost housing during the implementation

6 stage of a housing allocation plan in order to meet

7 that goal.

3 Q That's if it's previously encouraged

9 residential growth?

IP A Yes.

Q Then, it would have more of an

12 A That seems to be conceivable, yes.

13 Q Would the converse be true that, "if -a-"-

municipality has not encouraged residential growth,

its obligation would be reduced?

A No. I had a feeling you didn't understand what

I said, It's relative in the sense that a jurisdictioi

has an obligation to meet the goal. It—if it has had

substantial residential growth to the beginning point

housing allocation plan, then, in order for it

t the goal of the housing allocation plan, the

provision of those units may appear to be more than

__ its ongoing residential development of other types

of housing. So, in addition, the converse may be true

__ as well.
CO
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Q I see.

A Is that clear?

22

23

24

25

I think so. It will be clear when I read

Is it possible that a community in a regi<

could not be experiencing any growth, residential

growth, from the fact that it's completely developed,

all its land has been used up?

A Is that possible?

Q Yes.

A Yes. ;?\ «(*'

Q And if that were the case, whex*e.- It1 frj...
<f".- ' • '*:?>
•;• , M . -

» * • ,,*• • -- • -
v
"'--

no longer experiencing residential growth, gtipiai&'.'.j&t •

heed to provide a fair share of low and moderate

income houses under your plan?

A I think you already asked me that question and,

yes, I do still think it has an obligation to produce

housing.

Q Even if it's completely developed?

fe*Yes. There are several things in the housing

tion plan, such as the development limit. In

on to that, there's a rare community where

there's no housing activity going on of one sort

or another.

Q By "housing activity," do you mean new

n
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building or just a change of ownership in existing

housing?

f.'tj- It could be a change in existing housing. It

demolition of structures.

Q Do employment opportunities play a role

in a person's choice of housing, in your opinion?

A I would assume for some people.

Q Do employment opportunities play a role

in a low and moderate income person's choice of

housing?

A In some instances, I would assume so.1* ̂Y " "T?-..'",

Q What would be the other instances?

wouldn't employment play some role in the choice^of

housing, employment opportunities?

A Individuals choose the location of housing for

a variety of reasons.

Q Such as?

A One could want to live in a particular

community, wanting to live closer to family members,

':'ng to have their children go to a particular

system, liking the nature or character of a

nity.

Q So a person could choose particular

housing without reference to employment?

A That's possible.
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1 Q If a community has no employment

2 opportunities for low income persons, in your

» * *$-i i Qpxiii&n, would that community be likely to be chosen

4 ~~r T-'*."93̂  fkPl a c e f ° r housing, for low income persons?

5 A I think it's possible, yes.

g Q Okay. For any of the possible reasons

7 you gave me for choice in housing, other than employ-

8 ment?

9 A Yeah, those, in addition to the fact that a

10 person may want to live in that community bemuse..

22 they would be closer to their employment,

22 that employment may not be, in fact, in

13 Q I guess my definition of employiwH't'^.-

24 opportunities also included location to work. I

,,- should have referred to that.

2g On Page 9, Paragraph 1, you state that,

jy "a fair share plan operates over a region which

2© includes a major metropolitan center."

29 My question is: What is, in your opinion

jor metropolitan center of Region 11?

21 f:^\r^ >*yr>J,"%Basically, the Newark area. I answered that

"*"' "HSmeSHrton in reference to the New Jersey DCA Housing
22

2« Allocation Plan.

Q Okay. Well, your opinion of Region 11,

which is the DCA's region, in that region, Newark woul
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be the major metropolitan center?

A Yes. I have also indicated, in either prior

or reports, that Region 11 is basically a

Of the New York-New Jersey metropolitan area.

Q Right. And in your opinion, there's only

one major metropolitan center in Region 11?

A That's correct.

Q Okay. Could the region which encompasses

Passaic Township, but also includes Newark as its

major metropolitan area, be a valid regionv.3

though it is smaller than Region 11?

A Could you repeat that?

Q Okay. Could a region or Passaic~Whitefcltipi''

which uses Newark as its major metropolitan center,

but is smaller than Region 11, be a valid region for

Passaic T ownship?

A I don't think that is the case. It is possible

that that could be the case.

Q Okay. On Page 9, again, Paragraph 1,

to, I believe it's the third sentence, "it

to a time frame often of one to five years.

A 'I'm sorry. I need to clarify what I last said.

By "possible," I mean possible given the circumstance

were not as they are now; that factors have changed

in order for a different region to be appropriate.
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Q What factors?

A Such as the availability of resources in other

of the region or the housing needs that exist,

factors that go into defining a region.

Q Okay. On Page 9, Paragraph 1, in sentence

3, you state, "it is limited to a time frame often

of one to five years."

Why was a longer time frame used in this

particular plan, fair share plan?

A I am not exactly sure the time frame in this

particular instance refers to the population-;

jection used. New Jersey DCA may have been. 'UKMpE*--a

directive to do so, or it may have been their own.--

decision to incorporate that time frame.

Q Okay. And that's the 2 0 year time frame,

from 1970 to 1990. Is that correct?

A Correct.

Q Do you think it would be appropriate to

use a shorter time frame than was used by the DCA?

.-&-.; J-T\ I think it would have been acceptable. I don't

:feiî *;;if I would use the words more appropriate.

•̂-jrM ̂««* Q jf v o u -^ad a C h o i c e of making plans from

Day 1 to Day 4 in Region 11, starting from 19 80,

what would be the time frame that you would use in

planning?
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A I would have to look at some factors that I

havei^t really evaluated. I would probably use

a"-f-̂ ye to 10 year planning<period. Primarily because

I--think it tends to be politically more acceptable.

Q Do any planning considerations come into

play in choosing that five to 10 year period, such

as, for example, the desire to reevaluate the needs

of the community in the region on a more frequent

basis?

A Yes, I do think thatfs possible. You,

understand that, having a 20 year or 10 y

frame does not prohibit the periodic

either the progress or validity of that pfliiv

merely a difference of having a long range plan as

opposed to a short range plan.

Q Okay. Assuming we have this long range

plan in existence, which is set by a state or

regional agency, do you think a municipality should

£jy|n its community in, say, five to ten year inter-

implementing a plan, the full 2 0 year plan?

Well, yeah. In fact, we have 10 years remaining

of this 20 year projected plan. So the long range-

short range may hot mean so much here. Most--I

shouldn't say most. It is common for planning

jurisdictions to engage in both short range and long
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range planning. In my opinion, that combination is

very desirable.

Q By short range planning, say we had a

£ft,:,year plan and the community decided to implement

it every five years to write up a new master plan or

goal towards that 2 0 year objective, in doing such

planning, in that first five year stage, do you have

to incorporate everything for that 2 0 year goal,

or can you break it up gradually to reach that ob-

jective, but over a 2 0 year time frame?

A Obviously, it seems to me that it

staged over the long range planning period

as there was clear evidence that that

in fact, result in meeting the long range goals. In

addition to that, however, in the situation of a

housing allocation plan, there are immediate needs

that exist, to which have been added projected needs.

Now, the projected needs, obviously, are pro-

jected over the time period, but there exists, in

gJl^today, some needs that need to be met. So

?-$&&&. staging may be possible, it may not be an

'"eqffal staging over the time period of that plan.

Q This may sound somewhat redundant, I

hope it isn't, but can a municipality develop a fair

share plan or must a state or regional agency develop

s-r7
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such a plan?

A A municipality can develop a fair share plan.

Xt is not desirable, in my opinion. I think the fair

... -share plans should be developed on a regional or

statewide basis. A municipality could, in fact,

develop its fair share plan based on the region. It

need not develop a plan just for its own jurisdiction.

There is nothing that keeps any individual jurisdieticjn

in New Jersey from developing the same plan that

New Jersey DCA did on its own.

Q Page 9, the last paragraph, yoxisjfitHfe

"other considerations may be important, suaftvfeiip
•>. -: -;• ^

balance between employment opportunities or

zoned areas for commercial-industrial areas and housin

units," et cetera, to the end of the sentence, which

ends on Page 10.

Okay. Can you tell me whether the balance

between employment opportunities or available zoned

areas for commerical-industrial uses and housing

.- 'Hfil'Ljr fc"^ came into play at all in your fair share

one, yes, it did.Jersey

Q Okay. How?

A It was not incorporated—as I mentioned before,

employment growth is one of the factors used in the
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allocation of the housing need. And according to

Page 10 of the New Jersey Housing Allocation Report,

y do indicate that it was a factor used in delin-

22

23

24

25

eation of the regions. I did not review that backgrour

working paper.. As I recall, they discussed that at

great length in that working paper.

Q That's housing opportunities?

A No, they refer to it as socio-economic inter-

dependence.

MR. EISDORFER: Off the record far just, a

minute. , .

(There is a short discussion off: t%p- <: ' •

record. ) ' s:--'- -

(There is a short recess.)

Q Then, how does the DCA Plan strike a

balance between high density and development and

resultant demand on public services and facilities

and developing growth areas? It's on Page 9.

A You are reading off the page?

Q Yes. It's Page 9, again, on the bottom,

considerations I mentioned before that

com8!* Into--that may be important in determining

regions, the specific one.

A Again, I'm really not sure without going back

and reviewing those working papers. In reviewing the
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the kinds of things I would refer to as stability.

Q Okay. Do you know where, in Region 11,

presently exists a concentration of low and

housing?

Only generally.

Q What general areas?

A Such as Newark, Elizabeth, Jersey City. Those

come to mind.

Q And is it your opinion, if your fair share

plan, your amendments and DCA's fair share |*'laiF were

implemented in Morris County, this would r

concentration of low and moderate income

these areas? ^-' '*'..->*'̂

A In fact, it may or may not. It would, if

implemented, provide expanded opportunities for low

and moderate income households in other areas of

the region. Does that answer your question?

Q Yes. Why would it not necessarily reduce

the concentration of low and moderate income housing

areas as Newark, Elizabeth and Jersey City?

.*•«.

22

23

24

25

3̂ .
^§m# 'tv •- I may not have answered the question fairly.

Availability of those units in those jurisdictions

may, in fact, remain. Households may move out of

those units to other locations. In addition to that,

we are also talking about population growth. So we
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are talking about additional low and moderate income

households that may select to move to other jurisdictions

• -Q So although new housing may be provided

i.X£; tfarris County for low and moderate income persons,

you could still have a concentration of low and moderate

income housing in Newark, Elizabeth and Jersey City.

Is that correct?

A ThatTs possible.

Q On Page 11, at the bottom of the page,

in (3), "no area will receive more units than.. it«. can

support within standards for protecting the

safety and general welfare of the public." %̂̂ ir?v"
: *'t. -;

What are your standards for prot«ifiSifcjg[£" '

the health, safety and the general welfare of the

public?

A I've not put forth any standards at all relative

to that either in my reports or testimony nor really dc

I intend to. That refers generally to standards of

health, safety and the protection of the general wel-

Page 12, in Paragraph, I believe, 4, you

'•••••' vv-- 1' ••

list examples of what you call, "suitability criteria.

Are the various suitability criteria which you list

in Paragraph 4 of Page 12 included in the proposed

fair share plan for Morris County?
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A As we have talked about before in the allocatior

the vacant land is one factor. To varying degress or

extend, fiscal resources are also incorporated in

those criteria.

Q Does the DCA Fair Share Plan which you havfe

adjusted include as a factor available water and

sewer facilities and other community services and

facilities?

A The—to my knowledge or as I recall, the only

way that factor is incorporated is in the adjus-tiaef^s

they make with reference to the State Development .

Guide Plan. So it would be an indirect consideration

Q Did they consider the factor of accesfc-4';

ibility to transportation facilities?

A Not that I recall.

Q Does the DCA Plan consider the impact on

the school system?

A Not that I recall.

Q Okay. And it does consider per capita fiscal

A ^ ^ ^ Y e s . And I should indicate to you that, in

lilting those, I know of virtually no housing

allocation plan that incorporates all of those. They

select criteria to indicate the suitability.

Q You also list, on Page 12, a distribution
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1 criteria and, specifically, in the last sentence of

2-,: • -.*•-. ^'Pauagraph 5, on Page 12, the amount of subsidized

3. ' ../- housing, the average value of homes or the average
3? v . - • >.>

4 <.- annual income currently residing in the jurisdiction.

5 Are any of these criteria used in the DCA Allocation

6 Plan?

7 A The fourth criteria they use for the allocation

8 is personal income.

9 Q They do not consider the amount of sub-

10 sidized housing? , ,. \ .

ii A N O . *-4N3er ••••£,

12 Q Is that correct? Or the averagp^v^ij^e^o^

13 homes. Is that correct? ' -%0r:-'

14 A That's correct.

15 Q Okay. On the bottom of Page 12 and on

25 the top of Page 13, you also list additional factors;

yj specifically, eight different factors, in allocation

lg plans. Which of these criteria, if any, are used in

19 the DCA Allocation Plan?

- ^t^
20 fMt4- • -^Wte*'y~ F o r t h e P u rP o s e s o f allocating the units?

21

R7 22

23

24

25

:'f -V̂ " ;-# Q Yes.

A the fifth one.

Q Which is per capita fiscal capacity of

subjurisdiction through evaluation or wealth. Is tha

correct?
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A Yes, and the seventh one.

Q Is that with respect to all characteristics

the land size?

A: ""---• .-.- Land s i z e .

Q So the other c r i t e r i a are not included

in the DCA Plan. Is t ha t correct?

A That's correct.

Q Okay.

A And, again, this list refers—I mean, that is

characteristics of housing allocation plans altogether

Q Can you tell me what criteria x§: hped]

allocation in the areawide housing

A They vary. j/f. ; r,. ' /

Q There is not a consistent standard?

A Not that I'm aware of.

Q Are any of the areawide housing opportu-

nity plans which you are familiar with identical

with the DCA Allocation Plan; that is, using the same

criteria?

that I know of.

I'm referring to Page 19, Paragraph 2.

discuss factors that are considered by the DCA

Plan; particularly, employment growth, non-residentia!.

ratable growth and personal income. Can you tell me

whether it is possible to update the employment growth
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figure in the DCA Plan from 19 7 6 to 1980?

A . > Using the same data base?

,,}. Q Right. For Passaic, for example, or for

any of the communities, could you update that figure

from 1976, which you say it was updated to? Could

it again be updated now from f76 to '80?

A I believe you could. I mean, I believe the data

is available. There are changes in what you included

in covered employment, which is the source of the

data, which, under certain circumstances, changjftf . -

that data base from year to year. Those

been made several times in the past. And if^j^JB

reviewed that recently to know what kind of "dh'Inge"s''"

have been made recently. Were such changes made, it

might make it difficult-to have comparable data.

Q Do you know whether there were changes

in covered employment data between 19 69 and 197 5?

A I didn't review that recently. As I recall,

there? may have been one in '72.

>vn?-'#Q Okay. If you included this updated data,

that the data is available, if you included

this updated employment growth data into the DCA

Plan, how would it affect the plan?

A It depends on what the data showed.

Q Okay Is it possible to update it in that
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respect, if the data were available?

A Would it be possible to change the allocation

plan?

--• r Q Right.

A Yes.

Q Okay, Is it possible to update the non-

residential ratable growth figures in the DCA Plan

from 1975 to 1980?

A If that data is available, and I assume it is,

yes. .

Q Do you know how that would affe<sj:.r

plan? #,
• - * s •>- " * • " • ' •

A No, I don' t. • >« -1-; '- • .

Q Okay. Would it be possible to update the

personal income figures from 1970 to 1980?

A If the data is available.

Q Do you know whether the data would be

available on that item?

A I don't know if it would be available at a

iij>al level.

JQ It would be available on a State level?

-<*»*£ v -v. -j-,m c e r t a i n -j_t WOuld be available on a State

level, and it's possible it would be available on the

municipal level.

Q Okay. Do you know whether you could update
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2 the vacant developable land figures in the DCA Report?

2 A Again, it could be done, if the data were avail-

• able. I'm not familiar with what data would be

•*• available.

Q Can you tell me why the figures—well,

first of all, why was the unemployment--I mean, the

employment growth figure not updated in your adjust-

g ments from 1976 to 1980?

A In the adjustments I made?

10 Q Y e s'

A I did nothave the data available.

22 Q What about with reference to the nan- ,,t:

residential ratable growth from 1975 to 19&0? /'

A That same answer is true for all four of those

factors.

,, Q All four?
lo
17

Q Okay. Do you have any problems with the
IS

Q DCA's use of different figures for different years

*/ R^g&he different characteristics? For example,

^ employment growth, they use the 19 76 figures.

non-residential ratable growth, they use the
22

1975 figures. For the personal income, they use

1970 figures. Do you have any problems with using

different years in making an allocation, figures for
25
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4 .•;•-"'' A •'„"''" There are two April, f79 reports.

Q Okay. Mine are stapled together.

Initially, going to the primary report

7

Affairs, they revised statewide housing allocation

Q
7 report for New Jersey; specifically, with reference
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A As I recall, yes.

Okay, with reference to the April, '79

on adjustments to New Jersey Department of Community

to Page 2, Paragraph 5 begins, "even a perf ggfc* .">; v * V

allocation system or method". 3>- V3S ̂  *7" *

Do you have any opinion as to

perfect allocation system?

A No.

Q Okay. With reference to Page 6 of that

report

A Could you stop for just a second?

Q Sure.

A Okay.

i^3&p Q On Page 6, it discusses the overlap

u
*e among dilapidated, overcrowded and financial

housing needs. This is in determining present housin

needs. Can you explain why you used the overlap

figure from data for the Newark SMSA, as opposed to

data for the entire Region 11?
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A The data was not available for the entire

region.

?? - Q Was there data available for the Paterson-

Clifton-Passaic SMSA, with reference to the overlap

figure?

A Yes.

Q And was the data available for the Jersey

City SMSA?

A Yes.

Q And are these two SMSA !s also included-

in Region 11? ;:- ̂-*?-.y

A Yes, .; "" ;~,

Q Could you have used them in conjunction ;-

with the Newark SMSA to compute the overlap figure?

A I could have. It would have been pretty imprecis

It probably would have amounted to something like

averaging the three overlap figures, which,

isn ft very acceptable.

Q What other areas are there in Region 11,

tition to the Newark SMSA, the Jersey City SMSA

*' -j^KWHHwanie Pater son-Clifton-Pas saic SMSA? Are there

' ' other areas, outside those regions, that encompass

Region 11?

A I believe so.

Q Do you know if any of that additional are<

statistically
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1 includes other SMSA's?

2 A I don't believe so.

3 '•"•*£.. "}>. •'' Q Why do you consider the Series 2 Populaticjn

4. '>.-,jO""* Projections to be conservative? This is in reference

5 to Page 7 of your report.

6 A The Series 2 assumes a continuation of trends

7 based on a 1970 to 1974 time period.

8 Q Do you have that same problem with the

9 ODEA or the Section—I mean, the 20 8 Plan projections':

10 A Those projections are not based on the same . .

*
H time period.

12 Q Do either of those projections %4

13 assumption that there will be a continuati<^**$f*i?& *»%

14 present level of State growth?

15 A Not that I recall.

lg Q Okay. Can you tell me why you used the--

17 this is in reference to Page 8, with the proportion oi

lg low and moderate income houses for the entire State,

19 the 39.4% figure. Can you tell me why you did not

to the State?

20 R£?i#£r'''¥•- uB<ift3ie proportion for the households in the region,

n
2 2 x* I used the State figure because it was a state-

93 wide plan.

2 4 Q Is that your--that!s the reason?

25 A Y e s •
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Q Okay. On Page 8, you also discuss vacancy

2
and replacement demand and the need for additional

15

"~v" unit's to respond to those demands. Can you tell

4 ' .
me O# show me, in the adjustments that you made in your

5
calculations, where this, the replacement demand of

6
vacancy demand, came into play?

7
A In estimating the prospective housing need,

c
those two items were added to the projected growth.

9

Q Okay. And what were the figures that were

added for the prospective need in Region 112-1 Via"%

11 ' not sure I understand it, unless I have the.jg

A Actually, I was asked that question

don't have the total for those figures for Rerjffofi 11

because they were added for each county, and then
the totals were added for the counties in Region 11.

16 Q Are those the totals you gave to

17 Mr. Siroto?

1 8 A That's correct.

*" Q Okay. Do you know if there is an updated

M K*-. •&&.-••&*-jfa*H*4fyix of the New Jersey Directory of Subsidized

21'& v^Sk^*W»fi||3. Housing?

22 A As I recall, I was informed that they were

23 updating it. At the time, there was not an updated

24 version available.

25 Q So the most recent one you know of is
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1978?

A That's correct.

113

Could you have initially deducted from

..regional need the units listed in the Directory o

Subsidized Rental Housing or the entire region in

computing present need?

A No.

Q Why not?

A The need is—well, an estimate of the need—

the—I'm sorry to do this. The reason I decl̂ cted thos

units at the end of the method is that

in estimating the need were primarily 197

So that the need estimated for the plan is

on the existence of need in 1970, and it would have

been inappropriate to subtract from that things that

had gone on since 1970 at the beginning of the method

Do you understand that?

Q But if it's determining need and we are

using the plan today, you are making adjustments,

more recent figures in the plan or other

, couldn't you just take into account each

municipality's addition of subsidized housing, which

reduces the present need?

A If I were going to estimate need for 1999 or

19 80, I would perhaps do that, although that's not
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the way this is done. I would make an estimate of

housing need for 19 80, and, presumably, that would

J&te^M|porate or it would take into account the units

that have been provided to meet the need up to that

point. But to estimate need for 19 7 0 and then to

subtract things that have gone on since then and

claim that that!s an estimate of 19 7 0 need would not

be either accurate or appropriate.

Q Would it be accurate to deduct any

subsidized housing that has been built in these

municipalities in Region 11 since 1970 andj.^with a.,

say, 1979 or 1980 need, present need? *•.

A As I indicated, if one were to identify/ Zif&O

housing need, they would go about it using 1980

data, just as one went about it using 1970 data.

Q So there?s no way of updating present

need to date? Do we have the data available to make

a 1980 need?

A Not that I know of.

Q Okay. On Page 2, this will be of the

inary Reporty on Demographic Characteristics,

|f have a few more questions with reference to

that report, and I have some general questions

A Ifm sorry. To which report?

Q This is the April report on the demographics
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Okay. Page 2, Item No. 10, you state,

"only 18 municipalities in Morris County experienced

employment growth during 19 7 2 to 197 7 than

growth between 1970 and 1977."

Is Passaic Township one of those

communities?

A Yes.

Q It is.

What are you specifically referring to?

A Page 35. •.

Q Can you tell me, with referencaj^ ?l̂ gge .35

why this chart does not include data from,

196 9 or !70, whenever the Census data was

to 197 2, to the change in covered jobs?

A I wish I reviewed this. As I recall, and what

we talked about before, I believe there was a change

in 19 7 2 in what was included in the covered jobs.

So that, for data comparability, I used 197 2 to 1977.

Q Would it have been possible to break

tain data within that 1970 to 1972 period

are it with the 1972 to 1977 period for covered
t

A It would have been possible. It would have been

inaccurate.

Q Why?
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A And, again, without reviewing this, Ifm not

going to recollect it very correctly. It is likely

that the change in 197 2 either included more types of

excluded certain types of jobs, and I'm not

sure that the data that I had available broke them

down that precisely.

Q So from 19 7 0 to 1977, there could be a

difference in the actual number of jobs that, I assume

were created in Passaic, other than the 225 listed

here? .*».,,

A If I understand you correctly, you are

that, if the change in covered jobs -*-«-• —
"£•?» -?*.•
,M~' '--

and '72 were added to what is indicated here between

1972 and 1977, would that figure change?

Q Yes.

A Yes, probably.

Q Before I go on, maybe you can explain.

When you have change in covered jobs, that means

225 new positions?

pgTAs I understand it, yes.

It's not just change in jobs from one

•*•**"'" v*ipiiFficular employment in Passaic to another, it's

actually 225 new positions?

A I believe so.

Q While we are on this chart, do you know

• * = £ - < : , . .-,•>• ,!••
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whether, of these 2 25 new positions between 19 7 2 and

1977,» .these new employees obtained housing, other
«-.«** it

(ix^ew housing, within Passaic?

A- • No.

Q Do you have any record that would reflect

the number of new residents moving into Passaic

during 1970 to 1977, other than new housing or

residential permits?

MR. EISDORFER: I'm not sure I under-

stand the question. ;

Q Okay. Here you have listed res i&4j$Et£.2m'fc_;. .

permits for 1970 to 1977, and the number

on Page 35 for Passaic Township is 17M-. Do yusru

the total number of people who moved into Passaic

Township during that 1970 to '77 period?

A I don't believe so.

Q Okay. Do you know if there's any assisted

housing in Passaic Township, assisted or subsidized

housing in Passaic Township?

according to the New Jersey DCA Report.

•V'

And when are those figures valid, what

years^

A 1978.

Q Okay. So as of 197 8, there was no

subsidized or assisted housing in Passaic?
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A According to this report, yes.

Q All right. On Page 7 of the report, this

is^|gl^ain, the April, 19 7 9 Demographics Report,

Paragraph 2, you say that, in Sentence 2, "Morris

County, however, contains 26.3% of the total land

area in Region 11."

By "total land area," is that vacant

developable land or strictly land?

A I believe itfs total land area.

Q Total land area.

Okay. Have you calculated populsttSMJii

growth in Passaic Township from 1970 to 19Bt>f J';

A No. ^ : %:/..,

Q Is it possible to calculate that growth?

Is there data available?

x

A Not that I know of.

Q Have you calculated the non-white

population growth in Passaic Twonship for 197Q to

1980?

'No.

The same question with respect to Morris

Q Okay. Is the data available for either

Passaic Township or Morris County, for the period
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1970 to 1980?

A Not that I know of, I guess I should indicate

;-on the population growth, one can obtain

? builte&ig permit data and make assumptions to that.

I suppose it wouldn't be very accurate or might not

be very accurate.

Q Okay. Page 39 of the same report,

Paragraph 2 discusses income data for the Newark

SMSA. My question is: Why did you not include

other income data for other SMSA's in Region,,^.

A I don't believe I had it available.

Q Pardon me.

A I don't believe it was available.

Q Okay. Let me refer you to Page 47 of

your report. This breaks down the income in Passaic

Township into quintiles for 1960 to 1970. Based on

this quintile analysis, what opinions do you have

regarding Passaic Township? .

A The quintile analysis indicates that, relative tjo

te, Passaic Township has a greater proportion

population in the higher income quintiles

than it did in 1960.

Q Do you know how Passaic Township compares

in a quintile analysis with relation to the remainder

of the communities in Region 11?
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A On Page 16, Region 11—quintiles for Region 11

are presented, the middle of the page.

This is for 1970?
j z

^ Yes.

Do you have figures for Region 11 for

1976?

No.

Q Do you know whether Passaic Township had

an increase or a decrease in employment from 19 7 0

to the present date?

A

Q That would be, then for the periodvM-?2l to '.:

1977,—-

A Correct.

Only as indicated in the data presented..'"

A

Q regarding covered jobs?

Correct.

Q On Page 30, could you please explain

the chart with reference to Passaic Township? This

may be my own ignorance, but I would like to have

SSslained.

Township had 2,100 total occupied

Itemsi&g units in 1970. Of those occupied units,

87% are owner occupied. Of those housing units,

96% are contained in one to two unit structures.

Q 96% of the 8 7% are one to two unit
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structures?

A No, 96% of the 2,100.

fQ Are one to two unit structures?

I
Yes.
i

•>•?••>•«"• Q Okay. And the number of structures in

Passaic Township of three or more units is reflected

on the chart on Page 34?

A As of 1977.

Q Do your figures—I hope I haven't missed

something, reflect the number of structures in Passaic

Township that have three or more units as of

A On Page 53.

Q Do you know what Passaic's present

of structures consists of three or more units?

A Not more up to date than 197 7.

Q Okay. Do you know how many mobile homes

presently are in Passaic Township?

A Nothing more current than indicated in this

report.

y*~"--'-rk,:. îjtQ Okay. The chart on Page 35, we already

fabout it, the 1970 to 1977 residential permits

•& fi^Pe that does not take into account any new

employees in Passaic Township who moved into

existing homes?

A No.
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Q All right. Okay. On Page 3 8 of the report,

can you tell me what is meant by the "19 7 0 median

.iig value"?

A' v, _ Could you give me the page number again, please?

Q Page 38.

How was that value determined?

A Median housing values are reported in the Census

19 70 Census. It's reported by the Census Track, and

many jurisidictions have more than one Census track,

which is why the range is indicated here.

Q Is that the assessed value of t̂ MKticftte . •
* \:*^J, .-;.. '••'•

or the actual sales value?

A I would have to check this to be sure* JJ>v?*

believe it's the sames value.

Q And who makes

A I'm sorry. I believe it's the value placed on

the unit by the owner of the home.

Q And that would be as of 1969, when the

Census data was gathered, or '70?

•69.

The range, as you said, is because of

different Census tracks within the municipality?

A That's correct.

Q I have some more general questions, not
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with reference to the report.

Have you, at this time or some time prior

to MjdfB deposition, reviewed any reports submitted

_ . xn ;t!W3.s case by Carl Lindbloom?

i No.

Q Okay. Have you reviewed any reports sub-

mitted in this case by an Alan Dresner?

A No.

Q Have you reviewed any reports submitted ir

this case with reference to Passaic Townshi|>Z

A Not that I know of. **4̂ V-" " *

Q Okay. f-*< * . "• .

A Could I ask him a question? - , ; -w-. r

Q Sure.

(The witness confers with Mr. Eisdorfer.)

A The only report that I have looked at is one

prepared by Zimmerman.

Q Zimmerman. Okay.

Do you have any comments about his report

did submit comments, yes.

Would you give me a general explanation

r' wWit your comments were with reference to his

report?

A It was a critique of the report that I submitte

to the Public Advocates.



Q And what criticism did you have with

reference to his report?

A -T*A*?As I recall, they were rather lengthy, and

I dift̂ J: recall them.

Q Do you know when you submitted these

criticisms to the Public Advocate in this critique?

7 A A few months ago.

g Q And do you have a copy of that critique

9 with you today?

10 A

- MS. MC DERMOTT: Would you be going to

supply us with a copy of the critique?, ..».•-.'*•

MR. EISDORFER: Let me check. I
13

think there's a problem with that.

Q Okay. Have you ever been to Passaic

t. Township?
lo

A I believe so.

Q Do you know where itfs located in the
lo

19

•,-:•*-- •*• *^> -fl=3K,i Where, north, south, east, west?

South.
22

Q And do you know what municipalities

border Passaic Township?
24

A Not off the top of my head.
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Q When did you ever visit Passaic Township?

A .The same time as in reference to earlier

•in it.
qyfesctions, when I drove around with Mr. Bisgaier.

And do you know how long you spent in

Passaic Township?

A No.

Q Do you remember anything that you observed

while you were in Passaic Township?

A Not particularly.

Q Do you remember any roads you wei@gL.on in

Passaic Township?

A No.

Q Okay. Do you have any recollecti"tSfl6$Ŵ :*;: •«£*-•

any unusual sites or pieces of land in Passaic Town-

ship?

A No.

MS. MC DERMOTT: Off the record.

(There is a short discussion off the

record.)

For the purposes of this allocation,

e agreed to accept the vacant developable land

Figures in the DCA Allocation Report. Is that correct?

A Yes.

Q Even though you have reservation regarding

the agricultural land?
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A That !s correct .

126

Q Do you know how much vacant developable

ere is in Passaic Township?

A. rj~$Jot other than identified by New Jersey DCA.

Q Have you done any reports to determine

vacant developable land

A No.

A

Q

No.

in Passaic Township?

Q Did any of the working papers which you

have referred to, or working documents ,that--:^re<J!-useq ;

in the preparation of the 19 76 DCA Report

incorporated in the 19 7 8 plan, do any of

refer to or incorporate data referable to vacant

developable land?

A I don't recall if it was included in any of

them. It would be the one discussing prospective

housing need. No, I'm sorry, that's not true. I believ

there's a working paper that discusses the allocations

d be included in that one.

Okay. In the 19 7 8 DCA Allocation Report,

AppeHifrix D, there are some—perhaps you would like to

look at that page. I think it's the second page of

the Appendix. Before they actually get into the

data, they list the sources of information.
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A Uh-huh, yes.

Q With reference to vacant land, the report

survey by New Jersey Department of Community

,.Division of State and Regional Planning,

^197 6. Have you reviewed that document?

A No.

Q Okay. Have you, at any time during the

course of this litigation or in preparation for this

litigiation, discussed this survey with a member of

the New Jersey Department of Community Affairs?

A I don't recall. In very early

believe I went over all of the conversations''I had*"

with members of New Jersey DCA, and it would^lte" *:

identified there.

Q Okay. Have you reviewed any background dat|a

leading to the development of that vacant develop-

able figure that is in the DCA Report?

A No.

Q Okay. Have you checked the accuracy of the

in the DCA Report for vacant developable land?

o.

I|f3 Okay. Do you know when that figure for

vacant developable land was calculated? As of what

date was it valid?

A I don't recall.
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Q Okay. Okay, Do you know how much vacant

land presently is in Passaic Township?
r
! No.

Q Do you know how much vacant land existed

ity- -.-

in Passaic Township in 1970?

A No.

Q Do you know how much vacant land existed

in Passaic Township in 1975?

A No.

Q Okay. Do you know how much Ian4.^ifts

in Passaic Township presently which has sl®ppp- ipk-, - »•

excess of 12%? T;̂

A No.

Q Do you know that figure as of 19 70?

A No.

Q 1975?

A No.

Q Okay, Do you know how much tax exempt

land presently exists in Passaic Township?

In 1970?

Or in 1975?

Do you know whether there are any public

A

Q

No.
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lands presently in Passaic Township?

A No.

r*f?/Q Do you know whether there were any public
• r t " ••«* =««- '-**-

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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16
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24

in Passaic Township in 1970?

A No.

Q In 1975?

A No.

Q Okay. Do you know whether there's any

flood plain or flood fringe areas in Passaic Township

presently? *.- , #. -„.

A No. • ^ . .*

Q In 1970? ;-*jv ^ " *•

A No. '*^; *r--r\

Q In 1975?

A No. i

Q Are you familiar with the Great S^amp

National Wildlife Refuge? | i

A I know of its existence.

Q Do you know where it is located?

southern portions of the County. I don't

isely.

"" Q . Would you consider that area appropriate

for development?

A I have not studied it in particular. Because

it's called a swamp, I don't suggest it ought to be
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looked at.

13 0

Q Do you know who owns the Great Swamp

.1 Wildlife Refuge?

*•* N o .

Q Do you know if it exists or is present

in Passaic Township?

A I believe so. •

Q Do you know how much land is part of the

Great Swamp?

A No.

Q Okay. With reference to that
,#"- *

was Appendix D of the DCA Allocation Reporti^the

study of vacant land, do you know how that

done to compute the vacant developable land figures?

A I have read that. I donft recall.

Q If you can refresh—if you can find out

any information about how those figures were calculate*)!,

if you could supply it to counsel and let me know.

A Okay.

I'm willing to find out any information

might have.

Do you consider the vacant developable

land figures in the DCA Allocation Study of 1978

reliable?

A In the evaluation I did of the New Jersey DCA
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Allocation Plan, I did not find sufficient reason

for questioning it.

'if?* r •

f'A 3% , Q, Why or why not?

AUjjLjust, in the things I looked at or the report

I looked at, I didn't see any basis for questioning

its reliability.

Q Okay. If the figures for vacant develop-

able land listed in the DCA Allocation Report of

19 7 8 are incorrect, would that affect your allocation

of the fair share least cost housing for any-.,

community ? " ' / •&$!'*"* -

A It would have an affect on it, yes.

Q How would it effect it?

A It would depend on how the vacant land figure

changed. That figure is used as one of four criteria

in allocating the need, prospective need, and it

would have, to that extent, an effect on the allocation

Q Would it also have an affect if some

community had reached its development limit and the

|tion was above that development limit?

pThat's correct.

Kcuse me for just a second. I do have to

catch the 4:12 train.

Q Okay. Do you. want to leave now or would

you want me to try to finish?

*̂**/ *'
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A It depends on what can be done.

MR. EISDORFER: Let's go off the record.

(There is a short discussion off the

[record. )

Q Okay. Would the region for Passaic

Township change if it was shown that Passaic residents

and those employed in Passaic resided in a smaller

region than the eight county DCA region?

A No, because as we have discussed, the region

is determined on more bases than that factor, that

you just indicated. ,•*- ^,L"•'?$

Q Okay. Are you familiar with the",

community" concept in New Jersey exclusionapy^iiio^iing

cases?

A To some extent.

Q Okay. What factors do you consider in

determining whether a community is developing, as

used in the New Jersey exclusionary housing cases?

MR. EISDORFER: Ifm going to object to

that question. You are asking her to construe

he—

MS. MC DERMOTT: I'm asking her what factor

Yesterday we had objection that you could ask

the factors, but you couldn't ask the conclusions

So I'm asking as to factors that she would
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1 consider, not her conclusions, as to whether

2 one municipality or not is developing. She is

3 :'" ,:A _ ̂  giving us a variety of factors on fair share

* >'-•' iriJiP i ann ing

5 A I have not

6 MR. EISDORFER: You can answer the

7 question.

8 A I have not set forth the criteria that I will

9 use for delineating a developing jurisdiction.

IQ Q Okay. And you do not, then, have

H opinion as to whether Passaic Township is d$3$|||jp;uig

12 I or not?

13 A No.

14 Q Do you have any opinion regarding the

je amount of growth that has occurred within Passaic

1£ Township?

yj A Not other than the data presented in the

18 report

19 Q Okay. You do not know what amount of

developable and there presently exists in

tic Township?

Q Andido you know whether'the population

in Passaic Township has increased or decreased in

the past—since 1970?
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A Not other than as indicated in the reports that

were submitted.

Q Can you describe where Passaic Township

:ated in reference to Newark?

A It is west and, I believe, somewhat south.

Q Do you know the extent of the development

that presently exists in Passaic Township?

A No.

Q Do you know the amount of commerical

development that exists in Passaic Township?
Sfkg^j:,

No.

Q Do you know the amount of i

development that exists in Passaic Township? V̂ Jv̂ .v •--•'

A No.

Q Do you know the proportion of commercial

and industrial development, as opposed to residential

development, in Passaic Township?

A No.

Q Do you know how large Passaic Township

of acres?

A

Q Square miles?

No.

Q Okay. Can you tell me what you would con

sider a rural area, as opposed to suburbs or urban



areas?

A If I were going to provide a definition, it

probably be based a combination of current

ty and prospective growth. I have not developed

I

definition.

Q Okay. In your observations of Passaic

Township, would you consider it an urban, suburban

or rural community, if you have an opinion?

A I don't.

Q No opinion?

A Correct. ;.̂v-;

Q Okay. Do you know whether therec '&&•

sewers in Passaic Township? lî fĉ l
m ' -*. •

A No.

Q Do you know whether any major roads go

through Passaic Township, major highways?

A Not off the top of my head, no.

Q Do you know whether any railroads go

through Passaic Township?

'^H;::^ Q

A

Okay, Do you know how water is supplied

residents in Passaic Township?

No.

Q All right. If a town settled with the

Public Advocate for a figure for least cost housing
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less than that requested in your allocation, your

2 adjusted allocation of the DCA Report, how would that

3 ' " ." "• a&tet the fair share of any of the other communities'!

£*% S\ #^
4 - , AlUFfjJ guess I need more information, really, to

5 answer the question. It would depend on the time frame

established and whether or not there were additional

pieces of evidence submitted.

Q Okay. Say, for example, you list as

Passaic Township's fair share—I believe itfs roughly

10 2,300 units. Assume that you put in, Passaic T<awn-

11 . ship agrees to put in, 16 units in its town,* ". \r\ •

12 A 16? if., • *'

13 Q .1,600 units, as opposed to the 2,300

14 units, what happens to the remaining units that were

15 to be allocated, if tomorrow we agree to do this?

16 A Assuming that those needs have not been met pri^r

17 to the element nor is there an intention to meet it

18 within the time period, those needs would not be met.

19 Q And would you reallocate those needs to

^communities ?

seems

Q Would Passaic Township b e — i f we provided

our 1,600 units out of the 2,300 suggested in the

report, would we be providing our fair share?

A Not according to the Housing Allocation Plan.
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MS. MC DERMOTT: I think we better stop. I

have a few more questions. But if you wanted to

\ **yj*-get to the train, we better stop.

& it it it it
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